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CAIBIDIL 1

ST AIDEIR IARCHEIME TRi THAIGHDE SAN DIT

Sineann traidisiuin acadula Institit1id Teicneolaiochta Bhaile Atha Cliath siar os
cionn cead agus a deich bliain. Solathraionn an Institiuid raon leathan clair thriu
leibheilleinn, 6 Theastas, Dhiopl6ma agus Cheim ar an leibheal focheime chuig
Diopl6ma agus Ceim ar an leibheal iarcheime.
Ta an Institiuid eagraithe ina se Dhamh mar a leanas
Ealaiona Feidhmeacha
Comhshaol T6gtha
Gn6
Innealt6ireacht
Eolaiocht
Turas6ireacht agus Bia
Cuimsionn gach Damh lion eigin Scoileanna ata bunaithe ar dhisciplini, gach
ceann acu le Ceann Scoile a thugann treoir acaduil agus riaradh don abhar sin. Ta
an-chuid dena Scoileanna roinnte ina lion eigin Ranna, agus gach cerum acu sit1d
le Ceann Roinne a thugann riaradh line don bhfoireann agus do glm6thai acad(IIa
sa Roinn . I gcas na Scoileanna eile nach bhfuil roinnte mar sin, ta Cearm Ctmta
Scoile acu den ghrad ceanna le Ceann Roinne, a thugann riaradh line do raon
g6thai acadula, de reir mar a dhaileann an Ceann Scoile. Maidir le taighde
iarcheime, is feidir leis an gCeann Scoile ctiram a threoraithe agus a riartha a chur
ar duine n6 eile dena Cinn Roinne (n6 Cinn Cunta Scoile).
Ta traidisiun suntasach taighde agus forbartha ag fas i ngach comhScoil agus
comhDhamh san Institiuid. Ta ceangal ar an Institiuid gach ceim i dtaighde, i
bhforbairt agus i nuail a thacu agus a chothu agus solathraionn an lnstitiuid
deiseanna do dhaoine le culrai eagsula acadula, tionsclaiochta agus gairmiula
agus le dreimeanna eagsula, staidear iarcheime a dheanamh ar bhonn
lanaimseartha n6 pairtaimseartha.
Is e ata i dtaighde iarcheime na saothar scolartha i ndisciplin ar Ieith ar leibheal
nios airde agus ar feadh treimhse nios buaine na mar is feidir a dheanan1h de
ghnath i gct1rsa focheime. Dean tar taighde iarcheime mar seo de ghnath in abhar
a bhaineann go dluth le disciplin fhocheime n6 le taithi oibre tionsclaiochta n6
proifisiunta an mhic/na hinine leinn.
Is fiorluachmhar saothar taighde don cheimi chun traeineail a fhail chun cur sios
ar fhadhbanna agus chun an litriocht a scrudu d'fhonn treoracha ar reitigh a
aimsiu. Tugann an saothar seo taithi don cheimi in obair neamhspleach, i
2
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CHAPTER 1

POSTGRADUATE STUDIES BY RESEARCH IN DIT

The Dublin Institute of Technology has academic traditions going back over one
hundred and ten years. The Institute offers a broad range of third level
educational programmes from undergraduate Certificate, Diploma and Degree
levels to Postgraduate Diploma and Degree levels.
The Institute is organised in six Faculties thus
Applied Arts
Built Environment
Business
Engineering
Science
Tourism and Food.
Each Faculty comprises a number of discipline-based Schools, each with a Head
of School who provides academic leadership and management in the area. Many
Schools are sub-divided into a number of Departments, each with a Head of
Department who provides line management for the staff and academic activities
in the Department. Other Schools which are not so sub-divided have Assistant
Heads of School, at the same staff grade as Heads of Department, who also
provide line management for a range of academic activities, as assigned by the
Head of School. In respect of postgraduate research , the Head of School may
devolve responsibility for its guidance and management to one or more of the
Heads of Department (or Assistant Heads of School).
The Institute has a significant and growing tradition of research and development
throughout its constituent Faculties and Schools. It is committed to supporting
and promoting all phases of research, development and innovation and provides
opportunities for postgraduate study on both a full-time and a part-time basis, for
individuals with diverse academic, industrial and professional backgrounds and
aspirations.
Postgraduate research work is scholarly work in a given discipline at a higher
level and for a more sustained period than can generally be achieved in an
undergraduate course. Normally such postgraduate research work is undertaken
in an area closely related to the undergraduate discipline or the industrial or
professional work-experience of the student.
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ndearadh turgnamh chun hipiteisi teoiriciula a thastail, i gcur sios criochnuil ar
thorthai turgnamh mar sin, i mbaint amach choncluidi ar na torthai sin agus i
dtaispeaint na gceangal idir na concluidi seo agus na bunfhadhbanna. Is e an
prionsabal treorach na forbairt thuisceana criochnula agus leirmheastai den abhar
ata idir lamha agus da chomhtheacs ginearalta.
Deantar saothar taighde iarcheime faoi riaradh agus faoi threoir bhall
lanaimseartha foime den lnstitiuid, a bhfuil taithi aici/aige san abhar idir lamha.
Is larnach iad na Riarth6iri taighde i gclaracha saothar taighde ar fud na
hlnstitiuide. Is iad a saineolas agus a ndiograis siud a d'fhorbair na claracha seo
chuig an leibheal ar a bhfuil siad faoi lathair, agus a chuireann leis an toradh f6nta
leanunach ala ar an obair seo. Direach mar ata ceangal ar an Institiuid na claracha
taighde a fhorbairt taobh istigh den Institiuid agus i gcomhar le heagraiochtai
seachtracha, ta ceangal uirthi mar an gceanna an comhchiste Riarth6iri taighde i
ngach disciplin den Institiuid a leathnu agus a fl1eabhsu.

Gradaim iarcheimc ata ar fail

1.1

Is feidir le mac/inion leinn claru in Institiuid Teicneolaiochta Bhaile Atha Cliath
chun na gradaim iarcheime seo a leanas a ghn6thu tri thaighde:
•
•
•

Diopl6ma Iarcheime (Taighde)
Ceim Mhaistreachta (MPhil)
Ceim Dhochtuireachta (PhD).

(PgrDip(Re~))

Nuair a ghlactar le hiarratas6ir agus nuair a chomhlionann si/se na coinniolacha
claraithe go sasuil, claraitear ainm an mhic/na hi nine leinn ar an gChir cui
Iarcheime (Diopl6ma Iarcheime (Taighde), Mai streacht, Dochtuireacht)
Bronnann an Institiuid gradaim iarcheime tri thaighde le ceadu na Comhairle
Acadula, ar mholadh an Choiste urn Staideir !archei me. Tugann an leabhran seo
sonrai ar na rialacha acadula ata leagtha sios ag an Institiuid maidir le gradaim
iarcheime mar seo. Ba cheart e a leamh in eineacht le Lamhleabhar ar Chinntiu
Caighdeain Chursai agus Rialacha Ginearalta na Measunuithc de chuid na
hinstitiuide.

1.2

Coiste urn Staideir larcheimc

1.2.1

Tcarmai tagartha

Ainmnionn an Chomhairle Acaduil an Coiste urn Staideir larcheime, agus na
curaimi seo a leanas maidir le staideir iarcheime tri thaighde leagtha air:
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Such research work is invaluable for a graduate as a means of obtaining a training
in describing problems, researching the literature for guides to solutions,
developing the theoretical underpinning of the issues involved, working
independently, designing experiments to test theoretical hypotheses, thoroughly
describing the results of such experiments, extracting conclusions from these
results and relating these to the fundamental problems. The guiding principle is
the development of a comprehensive and critical understanding of the topic in
question and its general context.
Postgraduate research work is carried out under the supervision and guidance of a
full-time member of staff of the Institute, who is experienced in the field
involved. These research Supervisors are the key people in the programmes of
research work throughout the Institute. Their expertise and commitment have
developed these programmes to their current level of development and underpin
their continuing success. Just as the Institute is committed to developing the
research programmes within the Institute and collaboratively between the Institute
and external organisations, so also is it committed to expanding and enhancing
the pool of research Supervisors in all the disciplines served by the Institute.

1.1

Postgraduate awards offered

A student may register in the Dublin Institute of Technology for a research
programme leading to one of the following postgraduate awards:
Postgraduate Diploma (Research) (PgrDip(Re.1))
Master's Degree (MPhil)
Doctoral Degree (PhD).
On acceptance by the Institute and satisfactory completion of the registration
requirements, student's names are entered on the appropriate Postgraduate
Register (Postgraduate Diploma (Research). Master's or Doctoral).
Research-based postgraduate awards are made by the Institute upon the approval
of Academic Council, based on the recommendations of the Postgraduate Studies
Committee. This booklet details the academic regulations of the Institute in
relation to all such postgraduate awards. It should be read in conjunction with the
Institute's Course Quality Assurance Handbook and General Assessment
Regulations.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

comhairle a thabhairt don Chomhairle Acadt:1il ar abhair a bhaineann le
caighdeain acadula, ag cuimhneamh ar chuid II (3) ro-choda (a) agus (b) den
DIT Act (1992)
forbairt agus riaradh a dheanamh ar rialacha na hlnstitiuide maidir le staidear
iarcheime tri thaighde
na pr6isis chun caighdeain na ngradam iarcheime tri thaighde a chaomhnu a
choimead faoi athbhreithniu
dul i gcomhairle le coisti eile na Comhairle Acadt:1la maidir le claracha uile
taighde iarcheime
dul i gcomhairle go direach le cumainn chui sheachtracha ar abhair a
bhaineann le comhriaradh staideir iarcheime
feidhmeanna eile, a meastar a bheith abhartha, a chur i gcrich, le ceadu na
Comhairle Acadula
tuairisc bhliantuil ar a obair a ullmhu agus a chur chuig an Chomhairle
Acaduil.

1.2.2

Ballraiocht

Cuimsionn an Coiste urn Staideir Iarchei me Stit1rth6ir um Ghn6thai Acadula (n6
a ainmnitheach), Cathaoirleach a ainmnionn an Chomhairle Acaduil. ionadai
amhain 6 gach Damh agus triur mhac/inion leinn as tri Dhamh eagst:ila. Is feidir,
le cead na Comhairle Acadula, suas le beirt bhall sa bhreis as fhoireann na
hlnstitiuide a gcomhthoghadh agus cuireadh a thabhairt do daoine eile bheith i
hithair nuair is cui e sin.

1.2.3

Priomhfeidhmeanna

Is iad priomhfheidhmeanna an Choiste urn Staideir larcheime m\
•
•
•

•
•

•

moltai a dheanamh don Chomhairle Acaduil iarratas6iri a ligean isteach ar
Chlar ar bith na mac/n-inionacha leinn iarcheime de chuid na hlnstitit1ide
maoirseacht a dheanamh ar riaradh an tsaothair thaighde agus dul chun cinn
na ndaoine ata ar gach Clar mac/inionacha leinn iarcheime a monat6iritl
cead a thabhairt aistriu 6n gClar Diopl6ma Iarcheime (Taighde) chuig an
Chlar Maistreachta agus 6n gClar Maistreachta chuig an Chlar
Dochtuireachta, agus na pr6isis seo a rialu
formaid agus !eagan amach an trachtais dheiridh a shocru;
pr6isis scrudaithe maidir le trachtais, scruduithe beil agus modhanna eile
scrudaithe, de reir mar a cheaptar iad a bheith oiritmach do staidear taighde
iarcheime, a !eagan amach agus a rialu
moltai a dheanarnh don Chomhairle Acaduil ar abhair a a bhaineann le staideir
iarcheime.
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1.2

Postgraduate Studies Committee
1.2.1

Terms of reference

The Postgraduate Studies Committee is appointed by Academic Council and has
the following responsibilities in relation to postgraduate studies by research:
• advising Academic Council on matters related to academic standards having
regard to section II (3) sub-sections (a) and (b) of the DIT Act (1992);
• developing and administering the Institute's regulations for postgraduate
study by research;
• keeping under review the procedures for maintaining the standards of
postgraduate awards by research;
• liaising with other committees of Academic Council in relation to all
postgraduate research programmes;
• liaising directly with appropriate external institutions, in matters relating to
collaborative supervision of postgraduate study;
• carrying out other such functions as are considered appropriate subject to the
approval of Academic Council;
• preparing and submitting an annual report on its work to Academic Council.

1.2.2

Membership

The Postgraduate Studies Committee consists of the Director of Academic Affairs
(or his nominee), a Chairperson appointed by Academic Council, one
representative of each Faculty Board and three postgraduate students from three
different Faculties. With the approval of Academic Council, up to two additional
members from the staff of the Institute may be co-opted and other persons may be
invited to attend where appropriate.

1.2.3

Main functions

The major functions of the Postgraduate Studies Committee are to
•
•
•
•

make recommendations to Academic Council for the admission of applicants
to each of the Registers of postgraduate students of the Institute
oversee the supervision of postgraduate research activity and monitor the
progress of those entered on any one of the Registers of postgraduate students
regulate and approve transfers between the Postgraduate Diploma (Research)
Register, the Master's Register and the Doctoral Register
prescribe the format and layout of final theses
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Tugtar aire ar Ieith do thuairimi Ceann na Roinne/Sco ile chui agus na Riarth6iri
thaighde, i gcomhlionadh na bhfeidhmeanna sea.

1.3

Tcanga

De ghm\th deantar an staidear agus scriobhtar an saolhar dciridh as Gaeilge n6 as
Bearla, de reir mar a aonlaion n an mac/inion leinn iarcheimc agus an Riarth6ir
laighde roimh re. Is feidir an lnichlas agus aon chaipeisi ci le a chuirlear isteach a
bheith scriofa i dleanga ci le ach ccad a n1ail roimh rc 6n Riarlh6ir taighde agus 6n
gCoiste urn Staidcir larchcimc.
Is feidir go ngcarrfar scrLidLI ar aon iarralas6ir i gcomhair slaideir iarcheime 6n
iasacht nach Bearla a l(h)canga dh[1chai s. chun oi ltcachl shasuil sa Bhearla a
lhai speaint.

1.4

Stadas na mac/n-inionacha lcinn

Is ball iomlanailhc na hlnsliliuidc gach mac/inion lcinn ala clarailhe are na
Claracha Iarchei me. Mar sin Hi gach ccart agu~ pribhlcid acu agus ala ag
mac/inion leinn fochcimc agus mar an gceanna la siad faoi rcir ag rialacha
iompair agus smachla na hlnsl1liL1idc. Ni m6r dona mic/inionacha leinn
iarcheime sea gcilleadh frcisin do na rialacha ala lcaglha amach sa scribhinn seo
don ghradam iarchcimc a hhfuil siad clarailhc dti.

1.5

Saothar a dhcantar i gcomhair
acadiiil ar Ieith

~radaim

in Institiiiid

Nil se ceadaithc saothar a chuirtcar istcach lc haghaidh a scrL1daithe i gcomhair
gradaim iarcheimc a chur istcach in aon inslitiuid eik i gcomhair ccime n6 aon
ghradaim acadu il cilc. Mar an gccanna. aon saothar a cuircadh istcach in
institiL1id cile i gcomhair gradaim acad[1il. nil sc ccadaithc c a chur isteach i
gcomhair gradaim iarchcimc na hlnstitiuide sco.

1.6

Scoil a bhfuil an phriomhfl1rcagracht uirthi

Ni m6r saothar laighde iarchcimc a dhcanam h sa Roinn agus sa co il chui, mar a
aontaion n Ccann na Scoi le sin agus an Coistc um Staidcir Iarchei me, agus mar a
n1aomhann an Chomhairlc AcadL1il. Ma luionn an clar taighde idir dha dhi sciplin
ni m6r do Chcann na Scoilc a gh lacann an phriomhll1rcagracht maidir leis an
saothar, e sin a chur in iul don Choistc um Staidcir !arche ime roimh thosii an
staidcir thaighdc.
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•

•

prescribe and administer examination processes in relation to theses, oral
examinations and other forms of examination as may be considered
appropriate to postgraduate research study
make recommendations to Academic Council on matters pertaining to
postgraduate studies.

These functions are carried out in close consultation with the relevant Heads of
Department/School and research Supervisors.

1.3

Language

Studies will normally be conducted and the final work submitted through the
medium of either Irish or English, by prior agreement between the postgraduate
student and the Supervisor(s). Theses and other submission material may be
presented in another language, provided prior approval of the Supervisor(s) and of
the Postgraduate Studies Committee has been obtained.
An non-native Irish- or English-speaking applicant for postgraduate study may be
required to take a test to demonstrate satisfactory proficiency in English.

1.4

Status of postgraduate student

All students whose names arc included in the Postgraduate Registers, are full
members of the Institute. As such they arc entitled to the same rights and
privileges as undergraduate students and arc equally subject to the general
conduct and discipline regulations of the Institute. Postgraduate students must
comply with the regulations set out in this document for the postgraduate award
for which they are registered.

LS

Work carried out for award in one academic institution

Work submitted for examination for a postgraduate award may not be submitted
elsewhere for another degree or any other academic award. Likewise, work
previously submitted elsewhere for an academic award may not be submitted for
examination for a postgraduate award of the Institute.
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1.7

Saghsanna saothair thaighde a chuirtear san aireamh

Glacann an Coiste urn Staideir Jarcheimc le moltai i gcomhair staideir thaighde i
reimse leathan disciplini acaci(Jia agus scolaireachta. Cuirtear faille roimh moltai
a bhaineann lean iliomacl reimse fciclhmithc<.ch , a bhfuil diminsiuin
thionsclaiocha, thraclalacha, sh6isialta, ghainni(Jia agus ealaionta, a bhfuil an
saineolas ar fail san lnstitiuicl ina Ieith. Bionn failtc ar Ieith roimh mholtai i
gcomhair taighde ina bhfuil sao thar iclirclhisciplineach agus comhoibriu le
heagraiochtai oidcachais, taighclc, tionsclaiochta, tradala, gairme n6 rialtais eile,
in Eirinn, san Aontas Eorpach n6 nios faide anonn.

1.8

Oifig urn GhnOthai Acadula

Ni m6r gach chomhfhrcagras oifigi(1i l maidir le hiarratas iontrala i gcomhair
staidei r iarcheime tri thaighclc, cli:iru n6 athchlaru, tuairisci leathbhliantula ar dhul
chun cinn, aistriLI 6 Chl <\r am hai n chui g Clar nios airdc, cur isteach an trachtais,
gnasanna scrudaithc, gmisanna achomhairc agus torthai scr(!duithe, a dheanamh
leis an gCo iste um Staideir !archei me ag
Oifig wn Ghnolhai Acadiila.
!nsliliuid Teicneolaiochla Bhaile Atha Clialh,
Teach Fitzwilliam.
30 Srciid Pembroc Uachtarach,
Baile Atha Cliath 2,
Eire.
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1.6

School primarily responsible

Postgraduate research work must be undertaken in the appropriate Department
and School as agreed between the relevant Head of School and the Postgraduate
Studies Committee, and as approved by Academic Council. If the proposed
research programme is interdisciplinary, the Postgraduate tudies Committee
must be informed prior to the commencement of the research study, of the School
which is assuming primary responsibility for the work, by the Head of School.

1.7

Types of research work considered

The Postgraduate Studies Committee accepts proposals for research study within
a broad range of academic disciplines and scholarship. Proposals relating to the
many app lied areas of the Institute expertise and involvement, with industrial,
commercial, social, professional and/or artistic dimensions are particularly
welcome. Similarly proposals for collaborative, interdisciplinary research studies
involving industrial, commercial, professional , governmental organisations and
other educational institutions, both within Ireland and elsewhere in the European
Union, are especially encouraged.

1.8

Office of Academic Affairs

Official communications regarding appli cation for admission to postgraduate
study by research, registration and re-registration, bi-annual progress reports,
transfer from one Register to another, submission of theses, examination
procedures, appeal procedures and examination results, must be made solely
through the Postgraduate Studies Committee at the following address:

Office ofAcademic Affairs,
Dublin Institute ofTechnology,
Fitzwilliam House,
30 Upper Pembroke Street,
Dublin 2,
Ireland.

II
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CAIBIDIL 2

RIACHT ANA IS 10 TRALA

Ta tri mhodh iontn11a diri i gcomhair staideir iarcheime tri thaighde san Institittid.

2.1

Cailiochtai iontrala don Chlar Dioploma Iarcheime
(Taighde)

Chun iontrail ar an gClar Diopl6ma !archei me (Taighde), ni m6r don iarratas6ir
de ghnath buncheim le gnid pas ar a laghad in abhar cui n6 a coibMis a bheith
aige/aici 6 ollscoiln6 institiuid aitheanta agus mianach agus cumas cun saothar
taighde a dheanamh ar an leibheal cui a bheith leirithe aige/aici. Is feidir taithi
oibre chui a chur san aireamh freisin chun a (h)inghlacthacht a mheas.

2.2

Cailiochtai iontrala don Chlar Maistreachta

Chun iontrail go direach ar an gClar Maistreachta, ni m6r don iarratas6ir de
ghnath buncheim le hon6racha den dara grad ar a laghad in abhar cui n6 a
coibheis sin a bheith aige/aici 6 ollscoil n6 institiuid aitheanta. Is feidir taithi
oibre chui a chur san aireamh freisin chw1 a (h)inghlacthacht a mheas. Ni m6r
d'iarratas6iri eile dul isteach ar an gClar Diopl6ma Jarcheime (Taighde). Is feidir
le mic/inionacha leinn iarcheime ata claraithe cheana fein ar an gClar Diopl6ma
larcheime (Taighde) iarratas a dheanamh chun aistiriu go dti an Chlar
Maistreachta, mar ata cur sios air i gcuid 6.1 de na rialacha seo.

2.3

Cailiochtai iontrala don Chlar Dochtuireachta

Is feidir le hiarratas6iri a bhfuil Ceim Mhftistreachta in abhar gaolmhar acu
cheana fein, iarratas a dheanamh chun claru go direach ar an gClar
Dochtuireachta. Ni m6r d' iarratas6iri eile dul isteach ar an gCiar Maistreachta
roimh cead a fhail aistriu don Chlar Dochntireachta. Is feidir le mic/inionacha
leinn iarcheime ata claraithe cheana fein ar an gClar Maistreachta iarratas a
dheananili chun aistiriu go dti an Chlar Dochtuireachta, mar ata cur sios air i
gcuid 6.2 de na rialacha seo.

2.4

Casanna eisceachtuia

I gcasanna eisceachrula ar Ieith is feidir le hiarratas6ir nach bhfuil na cailiochtai
acadula iosmheideacha aige/aici a leagadh sios thuas mar choinniollacha iontrala
do Chlar ar Ieith, iarratas a dheanamh chun iontniil ar an gClar sin, ach mianach
12
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CHAPTER2

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

There are three points of direct entry to postgraduate study by research in the
Institute.

2.1

Entry qualifications for Postgraduate Diploma (Research)
Register

In order to be entered onto the Postgraduate Diploma (Research) Register, an
applicant is minimally required to possess a pass degree or an equivalent
qualification, in a relevant subject from a recognised university or institute and
must have demonstrated an aptitude and ability to carry out research work of an
appropriate level. Relevant work-experience may also be taken into account in
determining acceptability.

2.2

Entry qualifications for Master's Register

In order to qualify for direct entry onto the Master's Register, an applicant is
normally required to possess the equivalent of at least a second class honours
primary degree in a relevant subject from a recognised university or institute.
Relevant work-experience may also be taken into account in determining
acceptability. Other applicants will be required to be entered on the Postgraduate
Diploma (Research) Register. Postgraduate students already on the Postgraduate
Diploma (Research) Register may however apply for transfer to the Master's
Register as described in section 6.1 of these regulations.

2.3

Entry qualifications for Doctoral Register

Direct entry onto the Doctoral Register is normally restricted to applicants who
already possess a Master's degree in an area related to that of their proposed
research. Other applicants will be required to be entered on the Master's Register
before being permitted to transfer to the Doctoral Register. Postgraduate students
already on the Master' Register may however apply for transfer to the Doctoral
Register as described in section 6.2 of these regulations.
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agus cumas chun saothar taighde a dheanamh a bheith Ieirithe aige/aici. Mar
shampla is feidir go Ieireodh criochntl fonta Diomloma lareheime (Taighde) an
mianach agus an cumas seo. Ba choir d'iarratasoir mar seo dul i gcomhairle le
Ceann na Scoile abharlha chun a l(h)ailhi phrailiciuillhaighde no lhionsclaiochla
n6 ghairmit1ilno eile a phlc. Ni mor don Riarlhoir laighde a mhollar, cuis a
Ieagan amach ag bainl feidhme as roirm GR I (S), ar cen fath gur chearl a
Jeilheid d'iarralasoir a chlaru. De ghnath is feidir a leilheid seo d'iarralasoir a
ghlacadh chun clartl ar an gCh.1r Dioploma Iarchei me (Taighde).

2.5

Moladh roimh iarratas a dhcanamh

Go hiondt1il ba inmhianailhe don iarralasoir dul i gcomhairle Je Ceann na Scoile
abharlha san ln sliliuid, roimh ian·alas foirmitlil a dheanamh chun clarailhe.
Ccadoidh an leagmh<i il sco pic criochntlil ar an tionscadalmolla laighde idir an
mac/ inion Jcinn ala Jc bhcilh agus an(na) Riarthoir(i) laighde ala Je bheilh.
Eascoidh si freisin pic ar na socruilhc maoinilhc agus ar infl1aightcacht na
saolharlainne agus na bhfoinsi cilc is ga: ma mhollar go ndcanfai an saolhar
iomlan no cuid de laobh amuigh den ln sliliuid. is fcidir sonrai ar na haiseanna
agus ar an stit1radh ala ar fail a scrudu . Ma ta lailhi chui thaighde,
lhionsclaiochla, ghairmc no oibrc prailicitlia cilc ag an iarratasoir is feidir leis an
Riarlhoir ata lc bhcith agus lc Ceann na Scoile lrid an bple seo, an tailhi sin a
mhcas mar chuid dena riachtanais ionlrala. Is fcidir freisin go soileireodh an pie
seo don iarralaso ir cc acu Clar i .rchcimc a ba choir do/d i iarratas a dheanamh do.
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2.4

Exceptional circumstances

In exceptional circumstances, an applicant who does not possess the minimum
academic entry qualifications stipulated above for a given Register, may apply for
that Register provided he/she has demonstrated aptitude and ability to carry out
research work at the appropriate level. For instance successful completion of the
Postgraduate Diploma (Research) may provide evidence of this aptitude and
ability. Such applicants should contact the Head of the relevant School to discuss
their research, industrial, professional or other practical experience. On approval
by the Head of School , the proposed Supervisor is required to present a case to
the Postgraduate Studies Committee for the admission of such an applicant, using
Form OR I (S). Normally such an applicant is admitted to the Postgraduate
Diploma (Research) Register.

2.5

Pre-application recommendation

It is generally desirable for an applicant to consult with the I lead of the relevant
School within the Institute before making a formal application for registration.
This contact will allow thorough discussion of the proposed research project
between the prospective postgraduate student and the prospective Supervisor(s).
It will also facilitate discussion of funding arrangements and the availability of
laboratory and other resources required. If it is proposed that some or all of the
work be carried out in a location external to the Institute, details of the facilities to
be externally provided and arrangements for suitable supervision may be
examined. If the applicant has relevant research, industrial, professional or other
practical work-experience, these discussions may help the prospective
Supervisor(s) and the relevant Head of School to evaluate that specific workexperience as part of the prerequisites for entry. Furthermore, such discussions
may help to clarify for the applicant the appropriate Postgraduate Register to
which the application should be made.
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CAIBIDIL3

PR(>ISEAS IARRA T AIS

3.1

larratas chun claraithe
(Foirmeacha GR I, GR 1 (R))

Ni m6r don iarratas6ir i gcomhair staideir iarcheime tri thaighde Foirm GR I
[Iarratas chun c/ciru i gcomhair staideir iarcheime] a thorlfonadh agus a sheoladh
ar ais chuig Coiste urn Staideir larcheime, trfd an Oifig um Glm6thai Acadula.
Faoi iamh leis an bhfoirm thorlfonta seo ni mor na caipeisi seo a bheith ar fail:

ceithre phasghrianghraf den iarratasoir;
tciil/e iarratais ina !R£, ina seic no ina bhancdreacht;
agus mas 6 thaobh amuigh den lnstitit1id an t-iarratas6ir,

athscrfbhinn oifighlil de thorthaf acadrllafocheime an iarratasora;
coipeanna dci c(h)eim(eanna) agus d'aon diop/6maf eile.
Ni m6r do gach iarratas6ir mar seo dha theistimeireacht a thai I a thacaiorm lena
(h)iarratas. Ni m6r go bhfuil aithne phearsanta ar an iarratas6ir ag gach teistimeir
a rognaitear agus culra acadtlil n6 tionsclaioch/tradalach acu. Ni m6r c6ip den
Fhoirm GR I (R) [Teistimeireacht arson iarratasora chun c/cirzl i gcomhair
staideir iarcheime tri thaighde] a sholathar do gach teistimeir, ach an chead
leathanach a bheith forlionta ag an iarratas6ir. larrtar ar gach teistimeir an thoirm
seo a fhorlfonadh, ag dearbhu mianach agus oiriunacht an iarratas6ra le haghaidh
staideir iarcheime tri thaighdc, agus a sheoladh ar ais, faoi run, chuig an Oifig um
Ghn6thai Acadtila.

3.2

Measunu iarratais

Deanann an Coiste um Staideir larcheime gach iarratas a mheasuntl chun a
dheanamh deimhin de
•
•
•
•

go bhfuil na cailfochtai is ga ag an iarratas6ir, n6 go mbeidh siad n6 a
gcoibheis aici/aige roimh claru di/d6
gur cui an saothar taighde molta don ghradam iarcheime ar mhaith leis an
iarratas6ir clartl d6
go bhfuil an saineolas acadt1il , na haiseanna agus na foinsi is ga don taighde
molta ag an ln stitit1id
gur feidir riaradh oiriunach a sholathar don tionscadal taighde le haghaidh an
ghradaim ata 6n iarratas6 ir.
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CHAPTER3

APPLICATION PROCEDURE

3. 1

Application for registration
(Forms GR I, GR I (R))

Applicants for postgraduate study by research in the Institute must complete Form
GR I [Application for regislralion/iJr postgraduate study] and forward it to the
Postgraduate Studies Committee through the Office of Academic Affairs.
Accompanying this completed form there must also be the following:

four passport photographs o/lhe applicant.
application fee in /R{ and in cheque or hank dm/iform:
and for applicants from outside the Institute.

an official transcript oft he applicant's undergraduate academic results:
photocopies of her/his degree {.I) am/lor w1y other diploma(s).
Each such applicant is also required to obtain /li 'O references in support of her/his
application. The referees selected should have personal knowledge of the
applicant and be from either an academic or industrial/commercial background.
Each referee should be provided by the applicant with a Form GR I (R)

[Reference on behalf of an applicantfilr admission to postgraduate study by
research], the first page of which should have been completed by the applicant.
Referees are requested to complete this form. attesting to the applicant's aptitude
and fitness for postgraduate study by research. and forward it. in confidence, to
the Office of Academic Affairs.

3.2

Assessment of application

The Postgraduate Studies Committee assesses each application to ensure that
• the applicant possesses or will possess the required qualifications or their
equivalent, prior to registration
• the proposed research programme of work is appropriate for the postgraduate
award for which the applicant wishes to register
• the Institute can provide the academic expertise, facilities and resources
required for the proposed research programme
• provision can be made for adequate supervision of the proposed research.
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Ma dheantar iarratas roirnh an clu\iliocht is ga a bheith gnothaithe ag an
iarratasoir, ni dhcanfar ach glacadh agus faornhadh sea ladach air sin.

3.3

Socmithc riartha

Is larnach an Riarthoir acaduil sa saothar taighd e, de bhri go riarann se/si an
mac/ inion leinn iarcheirne o thus dcireadh, go gcinneann se/si trco an taighde
agus go leagann se/si sios na caighdeain acadula ata le baint arnach ag an
mac/inion leinn.
Ceaptar an Riarthoir acaduil ag an gCoiste urn Staideir larcheirne, i gcornhairle le
Ceann na Scoile a bhfuil an saothar taighde le dcanamh inti den chuid is rno agus
le faomhadh an Riarthora mholta fein . Ba choir go rnbcadh an Riarthoir de
ghnath ina b(h)all foirne lanairnscartha den Scoil sin. Ba choir go mbeadh
saineolas aige/aici ar abhar an taighdc mho ita agus cailiocht aige/aici ar a laghad
coibheiseach leis an ngradam ala mar aidhm ag an mac/inion leinn faoin a stiuir.
Chomh rnaith leis s in ni rnor go bhfuil an Riarthoir tar eis mac/ inion leinn
iarcheime a riaradh go rathuil chuig ceim de leibheal ar a laghad cosuille leibheal
an ghradaim ata mar aidhm ag an iarratasoir. Muna bhfuil an taithi seo ag an
Riarthoir molta (de ghnath an ball foirnc a mho! an tionscnarnh taighde no rnuna
bhfuil cailiocht den leibheal sco aige/aici, ainmncoidh an Coiste urn Staideir
larcheime mar Riarthoir i/e, ainmneofar Riarthoir comhairlithe breise, a bhfuil an
taithi cui aici/aige, agus dean far c sco i gcomhairle le Ccann na Scoile abhartha
agus le ccad an bhunRiarthora. Muna bhfuil ball foirne lc fail chun feidhmiu mar
Riarthoir comhairlithc, is fcidir go ndcanfar socruithe lc ball foirne de chuid
institiuide acad(Jia eilc chun an dualgas seo a ghlacadh. I dtreoru agus riaradh an
tionscnaimh, deanann an bunRiarthoir morchuid an riartha lcan(maigh ar shaothar
an mhic/na h-i nine iarcheime, ach faoi threoru ginearalta an Riarthora
chomhairlithe a ghlacann c(Jram acaduil iomliin an tsao thair.
Is cuid de pholasai na hln stitiuidc comhchistc Riarthoiri taighde i ngach disciplin
den lnstitiuid a leathntl agus a 01eabhst1, an polasai seo Riathoir comhairlithe a
ainmniu chun an Riarthoir nua a chabhru agus a threoru ina c(h)ead thaithi i
riaradh taighde.
Nuair is taighde idirdhisciplincach ata i gccist, ata baintcach le nios mo na Scoil
amhain san lnstitiuid, no ala le deanamh i gcomhar lc hcagraiocht shcachtrach, is
feidir go n-ainmneoidh an Coistc um Staideir !archei me an dara (no triu)
Riarthoir taighde ar mholadh Ceann na dara Scoile no na heagraiochta seachtrai
agus le cead Cheann na Scoile a bhfuil an phriomh01reagracht aige/aici agus an
Riarthora chomhairlithe agus an bhunRiarthora. Bhcifi ag Stlil leis go rachadh
se/si i gcomhar leis an Riarthoir cornhairlithe agus leis an rnbunRiarthoir.
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Applications made in advance of attaining a qualifying award. are subject to
provisional acceptance.

3.3

Arrangements for supervision

Academic supervision is central to the successful completion of research work.
Supervisor(s) play a key role in devising research projects, guiding postgraduate
students throughout their work, determining the specific direction of the research,
setting appropriate academic standards to be attained by a student and assessing
when she/he achieves them.
The appointment of an academic Supervisor is made by the Postgraduate Studies
Committee, in consultation with the Head of School in which the research work is
primarily to be undertaken and with the approval of the proposed Supervisor. The
Supervisor should normally be a full-time member of staff of that School and
should possess appropriate expertise in the area of the proposed research work. A
Supervisor should normally hold a qualification at least equivalent to the award
being sought by the postgraduate student under supervision.
Additionally the Supervisor should also possess prior experience of successful
postgraduate research supervision at the level of the award being sought by the
applicant. !fa proposed Supervisor (generally the proposer of the research
project) does not have this requisite experience, she/he is appointed as a
Supervisor but a suitably experienced additional advisory Supervisor is appointed
by the Postgraduate Studies Committee, in consultation with the original
Supervisor and the Head of School. If a full-time staff member is not available to
act as the advisory Supervisor, arrangements may be made with an experienced
staff member from another academic Institution to serve as the advisory
Supervisor. In the conduct and management of the project the original Supervisor
provides the bulk of the day-to-day supervision of the postgraduate student's
work, but under the general guidance of the advisory Supervisor who takes
overall academic responsibility for the work.
This policy of appointing a advisory Supervisor to help and guide a new
Supervisor in her/his initial experience of research supervision, is part of the
overall policy of the Institute to develop and expand the pool of research
Supervisors throughout the Institute.
Where research work is interdisciplinary, involves more than one School of the
Institute, or is to be done in collaboration with an external organisation, a second
(or third) Supervisor, nominated by the Head of the second School or by the
external organisation, may be appointed by the Postgraduate Studies Committee,
19
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Nuair a mholann Ceann na Scoile ainmniuchan Riarth6ra, deimhnionn si/se go
gcuirfear d6thain aiseanna ar fail don saothar agus gur oiriunach an tionscnamh i
gcomhair an ghradaim iarcheime a ba mhaith leis an iarratas6ir claru chuige.
Coimeadann an Coiste urn Staideir Iarcheime an ceart chun na socru ithe riartha a
athru, i gcomhairle le Ceann na Scoile, agus le cead na Comha irl e Acadula.

3.4

Glacadh no diultu iarratais
(Foirm GR 1 (S))

Roimh iarratas a ghlacadh n6 a dhiulttl go criochnaitheach, ni m6r go nglacfadh
an/na Riarth6ir(i) agus Ceann na Scode cui go foirmiuil leis na socruithe stiurtha
malta. Ni m6r don( a) Riarth6ir(i) Foirm GR 1 (S) [Staidear iarcheime tri
thaighde: socruilhe riartha] a fhorlionadh agus a sheoladh ar ais chuig an gCoiste
urn Staideir Iarcheime trid an Oifig urn Ghn6thai Acadtila. Ni m6r an fhoirm
gh lactha seo a bheith droimscriofa ag Ceann na Scoile cui, a dhearbhaionn ar an
gcaoi sin go bhfuil na socruithe riartha sasu il agus go bhfuil na haisea1ma agus na
foinsi is ga ar fail don chlar taighde malta.
Tar eis Foirm GR 1 (S), forlionta i gceart a fhail ar ais, deanann an Coiste urn
Staideir !archei me an t-iarratas iomlan a mheas agus cinneann an t-iarratas a
ghlacadh n6 a dhiultu. Cuirtear cinneadh an Choiste urn Staideir Iarchei me in iul
i bhfoirm scriofa don iarratas6ir, don( a) Riarth6ir(i) agus do Cheann na Scoile
cui. Mas amhlaidh gur cinneadh e an t-iarratas a dhiultu, leagtar amach ct1iseanna
an diultaithe seo sa teagmhail scriofa seo.

3.5

Faomhadh an chlaraithe ag an gComhairle Acaduil

Cuirtear cinneadh an Choiste urn Staideir !archei me agus na bunchuiseanna a
bhaineann leis, go foirmiuil faoi bhn\id na Comhairle Acadtila le haghaidh a
fhaofa. Mas amhlaidh gur moladh diultach e, is ceadmhach don( a) Riarth6ir(i)
agus/n6 do Cheann na Scoile cui an cinneadh a achomharc os comhair na
Comhairle Acadula.

3.6

T:iilli

Gearrann an lnstitit1id tailli claraithe 6 am go ham i gcomhair na gchiracha
eagsula staidear iarcheime tri thaighde. Bionn na taillf seo le hioc ag am an
ch laraithe. Ta liosta dena tailli ata i bhfeidhm i lathair na huaire, le fail 6n Oifig
urn Ghn6thai Acadula.
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with the approval of the I lead of School primarily responsible and of the advisory
(and original) Supervisor. This Supervisor is expected to act in collaboration with
the advisory (if appointed) and proposing Supcrvisor(s).
In recommending the appointment of a Supervisor. the I lead of School certi lies
that adequate facilities will be made available for the work and that the project is
suitable for the postgraduate award for which the applicant wishes to register.
The Postgraduate Studies Committee reserves the right to change supervision
arrangements. in consultation with the I lead of the School, with the approval of
Academic Council.

3.4

Acceptance or rejection of an application
(Form GR I (S))

Before final acceptance or rejection of an application, formal acceptance of the
proposed supervision arrangements by the Supcrvisor(s) and the responsible I lead
of School is required. Form GR I (S) !Post~raduate study hy research:
supervision arran~ements] must be completed by the Supcrvisor(s) and returned
to the Graduate Studies Committee through the Office of Academic Affairs. This
acceptance form must be endorsed by the I lead of School, who thereby confirms
that the project is of an adequate standard. the supervision arrangements are
satisfactory and the requisite facilities and resources arc available for the
proposed programme of research.
Upon receipt of the completed Form GR I (S), the Postgraduate Studies
Committee considers the complete, fully-documented application and decides on
acceptance or rejection. The decision of the Graduate Studies Comm1ttee is
communicated in writing to the applicant, to the Supcrvisor(s), and to the Head of
School concerned. If the decision is to reject the application, the grounds for
rejection are included in this communication.

3.5

Approval of registration by Academic Council

The decision of the Postgraduate Studies Committee, and any bases for rejection,
are formally submitted to Academic Council for approval. In the case of
rejection, the Supervisor(s) and/or the I lead of Department/School concerned may
appeal the decision to Academic Council.
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3.6

Fees

Registration fees arc set by the I nstitutc from time to time for the various
programmes of postgraduate study by research. Such fees are payable at the time
of registration. A listing of the current scale of fees may be obtained from the
Office of Academic Affairs.
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CAIBIDIL 4

CLARO
(Foirm GR 1 (RO))

Nuair a cheadaitear an claru, cuirtear an cinneadh seo in iuil don iarratas6ir agus
tarlafonn an ch\ru ag an Oifig um Ghn6thaf Acadula chomh luath i ndiaidh an
fh6graithe seo agus is feidir agus roimh data aontaithe thosuithe an chlair
thaighde. Chun na riachtanais chlaraithe a chomhlionadh, iocann an mac/inion
leinn iarcheime na taillf cui agu3 sfnionn Foirm GR I (RO) [Cicirti i gcomhair
staideir iarcheime tri thaighde]. Ansin eisftear Carta Mac/ Inion Leinn larcheime
d6/di.
De ghnath is ian treimhse chlaraithe na bliain acaduil amhain.

4.1

Athchlaru bliantuil

Nf m6r athchlaru gach bliain.
Tugann an Coiste um Staideir larcheimc cead athchlaraithe ar bhonn fianaisc go
bhfuil an dul chun cinn sasuil. Solathrafonn an mac/inion leinn iarcheime agus
an/na Riarth6ir(i) an fhianaise seo tri dha thuairisc lcathbhliantula ar dhul chun
cinn an tsaothair a chur isteach chuig an gCoiste um Staideir larcheime taobh
istigh den bhliain chlaraithe roimhe sin.
Tugtar f6gra go bhfuil cead athchlaraithc ag mac/inion leinn iaracheime agus
deantar an t-athchlaru san Oifig um Ghn6thai Acadula, de ghnath sa chead choicis
i mi Dheireadh F6mhair gach bliain. Ni m6r don mhac/inion leinn an taille cui
claraithe a ioc agus Foirm GR I (RO) [Citiru i gcomhair staideir iarcheime tri
lhaighde] a shiniu, sula n-eisitear Carta Mac/Inion Leinn Iarcheimc d6/di.
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CHAPTER4

REGISTRATION
(Form GR I (RO))

When registration has been approved, this decision is communicated to the
app licant and registration takes place at the Oflice for Academic Affairs as soon
as possible after this notification has been received and prior to the agreed
commencement date of the research programme. In order to fulfil the registration
requirements the postgraduate student pays the appropriate registration fee and
signs Form GR I (RO) [Registration/or postgraduate stut!v hy research]. The
app licant is then issued with a Postgraduate Student Card.
The period of registration is normally one academic year.

4.1

Annual renewal of registration

Annual renewa l of registration is required.
Renewal of registration is approved by the Postgraduate Studies Committee only
on the basis of satisfactory progress. Evidence of such progress is provided by
the postgraduate student and by the Supervisor(s) in the form of two bi-annual
progress reports submitted to the Postgraduate Studies Committee during the
previous year of registration.
Permission to renew registration is communicated to each postgraduate student
and re-registration takes place at the Office for Academic Affairs, normally
duri ng the first two weeks in October each year. tudents must then pay the
appropriate registration fee and sign Form GR I (RO) [Registration/or
postgraduate study by research], before being issued with a Postgraduate Student
Card.
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CAIBIDIL 5

5.1

DUL CHUN CINN AN tSAOTHAIR

Gn6thai an Riarth6ra/na Riarth6iri
(Foirmeacha GR I (S), Gll2, GR 3, GR 4)

Titeann reimse gn6thai agus curaimi maidir le maoirseacht ar dhul chun cinn an
taighde ar an Riarth6ir. Le bhcith beach ni m6r don Riarth6ir
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

cas a dheanamh don Choiste um Staidcir Iarcheime ar son iarratas6ra nach
gcomhlionann na gnathriachtana is acadula iontrala do Chlar ar Ieith, trid an
chuid chui den Fhoirm GR I (S) a fl1orlionadh
sceidcal ri alta cruinnithe a shocrLI leis an mhac/inion leinn iarcheime chun
co mhairle a thabhairt d6/di mar ghca ll ar abhar an taighdc agus ar an saothar
is ga chui ge, cuntas buan ar na cruinnithc sin a choimcad ag us dul chun cinn
an taighde a mheas agus a bhrcacadh sios
an mac/inion leinn a sheolad h chui g com hai rl eoir gairmiuil i Ieith fadhbanna
taobh amui gh den taighde, mas ga
dcanamh deimhin de go bhfaighcann an mac/inion lei nn pe traeineail is ga i
scileanna agus i dtcicnici taighdc. ag cur gncithe sabhai lteachta an tsaothair
sa n aireamh
tuairisci ri alta scriofa a cileam h 6n mhac/inion leinn chun monat6ireacht a
dheanamh ar dhul chun cinn an tsaothair thaighde agus chun a bheith in ann
lei rmheast6ireacht dheimhneach a sholathar
casnai mh sa n saothar ata dcanta ag an mhac/inion leinn a shonru go soi leir,
chomh luath agus is fe idir, chun caighdeain chui a chaomhnu agus chun
d6thain ama a bheith ann i gco mhai r atheagraithe agus ceartaithe
nuair is cui e, teagmhail a dheanamh leis an Riarth6ir comhairlithe agus Ie
haon Riarth6ir eile ata bainteach leis an taighde
deimhin a dheanamh de go ndeantar an taighde faoi chaighdeain eiticiula na
hlnstitiLtide agus aon ghniomhaiochta sheachtrai cui eil e
co mhairle a thabhairt don Choiste um Staidcir larcheime trid an Oifig um
Ghn6thai Acadula ar dhul chun cinn an mhic/na hi nine leinn trid an bhfoirrn i
gcomhair tuairiscc leathbhli ant(da ar dhul chun cinn, Foirm GR 2 [Staidear
iarcheime tri thaighde: tuairisc /eathbhlianltiil ar dhul chun cinn] , a
fl10rlionadh
moladh a dheanamh go gcead6fai do mhac/inion leinn aistriu 6n gClar
Diopl6ma !archei me (Taighdc) chui g an gClar Maistreachta, tri Fhoirm GR 3
[Staidear iarcheime tri thaighde: iarratas clnm aistrili chuig Clar nios airde]
a fl10rlionadh
moladh a dheanamh go gcead6fai do mhac/inion leinn aistriu 6n gClar
Maistreachta chuig an gClar Dochtuireachta, tri Fhoirm GR 3 a fhorlionadh
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CHAPTERS

PROGRESS OF RESEARCH WORK

5.1

Role of the Supervisor(s)
(Forms GR l (S), GR 2 B, GR 3, GR 4)

The Supervisor has a range of duties and responsibilities in overseeing the
progress of the postgraduate student's research work. Specifically the Supervisor
is required to
•

make a representation to the Postgraduate Studies Committee for the
admission of an applicant who does not satisfy the normal minimum
academic requirements for entry to a given Register, by completion of the
relevant section of Form GR I (S)
• arrange a regular schedule of meetings with the postgraduate student to
provide advice on the topic of the research and on the work to be undertaken.
and maintain a permanent record of these meetings and assess and note the
progress of the research
• refer the student to a professional counsellor, if necessary, in relation to
problems external to the research
• ensure that the student undergoes any necessary training in research skills and
techniques, including all safety aspects of the work
• require regular written reports from the postgraduate student in order to
monitor the progress of the research work and be able to provide constructive
criticism
• clearly identify inadequacies in the work of the postgraduate student at as
early a stage as possible, in order to maintain appropriate standards and to
allow adequate time for re-orientation and correction
• where appropriate, liaise closely with any other Supervisor involved in the
research
• ensure that the research is conducted within the ethical standards of the
Institute and of any other appropriate external agencies
• advise the Postgraduate Studies Committee through the Office of Academic
Affairs on the postgraduate student's progress, through completion of the biannual progress report form, Form GR 2 B [Postgraduate study by research:
bi-annual progress report]
• recommend that the student be permitted to transfer from the Postgraduate
Diploma (Research) Register to the Master's Register by completion of Form
GR 3 [Postgraduate study by research: application to transfer to a higher
Register]
• recommend that the student be permitted to transfer from the Master's
Register to the Doctoral Register by completion of Form GR 3
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•
•
•

•
•

•

•

5.2

comhairle a thabhairt don mhac/inion h::inn nuair a shroicheann an saothar an
cheim chui chriochnaithe gur feidir tnichtas a scriobh agus a chur isteach
comhairle a thabhairt don mhac/inion leinn ar fhormaid agus (eagan amach an
trachtais
an f6gra go bhfuil sear intinn an trachtas a chur isteach, Foirm GR 4
[Staidear iarcheime trf thaighde:f6gra go bhfuil se beartaithe trachtas a chur
is/each /e haghaidh a scrudaithe i gcomhair gradaim iarcheime], a
dhroimscriobh, ag taispeaint ar an gcaoi sin go bhfuil an mac/inion leinn i
dteideal e sin a dheanamh
comhairle a thabhairt ar ainmniu beirt Scrudaitheoir Sheachtracha i gcomhair
scrudu an trachtais agus scrudu beil an iarrth6ra don ghradam cui
an trachtas a leamh i bhfoirm phrofai agus ina fhoirm dheireanach, roimh e a
chur isteach go foirmiuil le haghaidh a scrudaithe agus trachtaireacht
ghinearalta ar an saothar agus tuairisc ar oiriunacht an tnichtais le haghaidh an
ghradaim ata i gceist, a sholathar don Choiste um Staideir Iarcheime
mas mian leis/lei, a shocru go ndeanfai an trachtas a learnh go neamhspleach,
a mheas agus mini the a chur leis, ag comhleacai da c(h)uid ar fhoireann na
hlnstitiuide, roimh e a chur isteach go foirmiuil
mas mian leis/lei, bheith i lathair ag scrudu beil an iarrth6ra.

GnOthai an RiarthOra chomhairlithe nuair a ainmnitear i/e
Je Riarthoir molta gan taithi
(Foirmeacha GR 1 (S), GR 2 B, GR 3, GR 4)

Ni m6r don Riarth6ir comhairlithe
•

•
•
•
•

5.3

treoir agus cabhair a thabhairt don mbunRiarth6ir molta i bpleanail an chlair
thaighde agus chun deimhin a dheanamh de go sroichtear agus go gcoinnitear
caighdean cui acaduil san saothar ata a dheanamh
bualadh go rialta leis an mhac/inion leinn iarcheime agus leis an Riarth6ir
molta
cabhair a thabhairt chun deacrachtai a sharu agus na gnasanna cearta a
ghlacadh
an trachtas a leamh agus meast6ireacht a dheanamh air i bhfoirm phrofai agus
ina fhoirm dheireanach, roimh e a chur isteach le haghaidh a scrudaithe
comhairle a thabhairt don Riarth6ir molta ar ainmniu Scrudaitheoiri cui
Seachtracha, agus Ceann na Scoile a chabhru cun Scrudaitheoir cui
Inmheanach a ainmniu.

Gnothai Ceann na Scoile
(Foirmeacha GR 1 (S), GR 2, GR 3, GR 4)

Ni m6r do Cheann na Scoile
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•

•
•

•
•

•

•

5.2

advise the postgraduate student when research work has reached an
appropriate completion stage such that the thesis may be written and give
approval for the preparation of a thesis
advise the student on the format and lay-out of the thesis
endorse the notice of intention to submit the the is, Form GR 4 [Postgraduate

study by research: notification of intention to submit a thesis for examination
for a postgraduate award), indicating that the student is eligible to do so
advise on the nomination of two External Examiners for the examination of
the thesis and the oral examination of the candidate for the relevant award
read thesis material in both proof and final form, before it is formally
submitted for examination and to provide to the Postgraduate Studies
Committee a general commentary on the work and a report on the adequacy
of the thesis for the award in question
optionally. arrange for the thesis to be independently read, evaluated and
commented on by a colleague on the staff of the Institute prior to formal
submission
optionally, attend the oral examination of the candidate.

Role of the advisory Supervisor when appointed with an
inexperienced proposing Supervisor
(Forms GR I (S), GR 2 B, GR 3, GR 4)

The duties of the advisory Supervisor are to
• provide guidance and assistance to the original proposing Supervisor(s) in the
planning of the research programme and ensuring the attainment and
maintenance of an appropriate academic standard in the work being undertaken
• liaise with the postgraduate student and the proposing Supervisor(s)
• help to resolve difficulties and advise on procedures
• read and evaluate the thesis in both draft and final form , before it is submitted
for examination
• reach agreement with the proposing Supcrvisor(s) on the nomination of
suitable External Examiners and to assist the Head of School in the nomination
of a suitable Internal Examiner.

5.3

Role of the Head of School
(Forms GR I (S), GR 3, GR 4)

The Head of School is required to:
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•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

ceapadh Riarth6ra a flmomhadh , deanamh deimhin de go bhfuil na haiseanna
is ga ar fail agus glacadh iarratas6ra i gcomhair staideir iarcheime tri thaighde
a fl1aomhadh tri Fhoinn GR I (S) a dhroimscriobh
comhairle a thabhairt don Choistc um Staideir Iarchei me maidir le ceapadh
Riarth6ra chomhairlithe le bunRiarth6ir molta nach bhfuil cailiocht chui
iarcheime aige/aici n6 nach bhfuil taithi i stiuradh taighde iarcheime ar an
leibheal cui aige/aici
tuairisc leathbhliantuil an Riarth6ra (Foirm GR 2 B) ar dhul chun cinn an
tsaothair, a fl1aomhadh roimh i a chur isteach go dti an Choiste um Staideir
Iarchei me
maidir le hiarratas 6 mhac/inion leinn chun aistriu 6n gCiar Diopl6ma
Iarcheime (Taighde) chuig an gChir Maistreachta,
(i) dul i gcomhairle leis an gCoiste um Staideir larcheime, chun scrudt:1 cui
scriofa de leibhcal ceim on6ra le haghaidh cailitl don Mhaistreacht, a
cheapadh agus a riaradh ar mhac/inion lcinn iarcheime nach bhfuil
buncheim on6ra aigc/aici , agus
(ii) an Coiste um Staidcir Iarchei me a chomhairlitl ar cheapadh
Scrtldaithcora Aistrithe, arbh gn6thai d6/di an!na tuairisc(i) ar an saothar ata
deanta go dti sin ag an mac/inion leinn a scrudtl, an clar molta saothair a
mheas, an mac/inion lt!inn a chur faoi scrt:1du beil agus tuairisc ar thorthai na
meastmuithe seo a thabhairt don Choiste um Staideir larcheime, tri Foirm
GR 3 a fuor!ionadh
aistritl mhic/inine lcinn 6n gCiar Diopl6ma !archei me (Taighde) go dti an
Chlar Maistreachta a fl1aomhadh tri Foirm GR 3 a dhroimscriobh
maidir lc hiarratas 6 mhac/inion leinn chun aistritl 6n gCiar Maistreachta
chuig an gCiar Dochtuireachta, an Coiste um Staideir Iarchei me a chomhairlitl
ar chcapadh Scrtldaitheora Aistrithc, arbh gn6thai d6/di an/ na tuairisc(i) ar an
obair ata deanta go dti sin ag an mac/inion leinn a scrtldtl, an clar molta
saothair a mheas, an mac/inion leinn a chur faoi scrtldtl beil agus tuairisc ar
thorthai na meas(muithe seo a thabhairt don Choiste um Staideir larcheime, tri
Foirm GR 3 a fhorlionadh
aistritl mhic/ inine leinn 6n gCiar Maistreachta go dti an Chilir Dochtuireachta
a fl1aomhadh tri Foirm GR 3 a dhroimscriobh
cinneadh mhic/inine leinn aistritl 6 Chlar amhain chuig Clar nios isle, a
ghlacadh agus an cinneadh seo a chur in itd don Choiste um Staideir
!archei me;
f6gra tri-mhi go bhfuil sear intinn an tn\chtas a chur isteach, Foirm GR 4, a
dhroimscriobh , ag taispeaint go bhfuil an mac/inion leinn i dteideal e sin a
dheanamh
Scrt1daitheoir lnmheanach a mholadh i gcomhair an phr6isis scrudaithe
dhcireanaigh le haghaidh gach gradaim
trachtaireacht ghinearalta ar an saothar agus tuairisc ar oiriunacht an trachtais
le haghaidh an ghradaim ala i gceist, a holathar don Choiste um Staideir
Iarchei me.
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•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

approve the appointment of a Supervisor, to ensure the availability of the
required facilities, and to approve the acceptance of an applicant for
postgraduate study by resea rch by endorsing Form GR I (S)
advise the Postgraduate Studies Committee on the appo intment of an advisory
Supervisor with the proposing Supervisor in the case of the latter not
possessing an appropriate postgraduate qualification or experience of
postgraduate research supervi sion at the appropriate level
approve the Supervisor's bi-annual report on the progress of the work before
its submi ss ion to the Postgrad uate Studies Committee
in relation to an application from a student for transfer from the Postgraduate
Diploma (Research) Register to the Master's Register,
(i) consult with the Postgraduate Studies Committee, with regards to the
form and conduct of an appropriate Master's qualifying written
examination, of honours degree leve l, for a student without the requisite
honours degree, and
(ii) advise the Postgraduate Studies Committee on the appointment of a
Transfer Examiner, whose duties arc to examine the report(s) on the work
done to date by the student, evaluate the proposed programme of work,
together with the I lead of School, orally examine the student and, by
completion of Form GR 3, report the results of these evaluation to the
Postgrad uate Studies Com mittee
approve the transfe r of a student from the Postgraduate Diploma (Research)
Register to the Master's Register by endorsing Form GR 3
in relation to an application li·orn a student for tran sfer from the Master's
Registcr to thc I)octoral Register. to advise the Postgraduate Studies
Commiuee on the appointmcnt of a Transfer Examiner
approve a decision by a student to transfer from one Register to a lower
Register, and to notify the Postgrad uate Studies Committee of this decision
endorse the thrcc month s' notice of i11lcntion to submit a Master's or a Doctoral
thesis, Form GR 4. indicating that a student is eligible to do so
with the assistance of the Supen isor(s). propose an Internal Examiner for the
final examination process for ea.:h a\\ard
provide to the Postgraduate Studies (\Hnmiuee with a general commentary on
the research work and an assessment report on the suitability of the thesis for
the award sought.

The I lead of School may from time to time assign so me of her/his responsibilites
in respect of postgraduate researc h students to a I lead of Department or Assistant
I lead of School.
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6 am go cheile is feidir go ndailfeadh Ceann na Scoile cuid da d(h)ualgais maidir
le mic/inionacha h!i1m taighde iarcheime ar Cheann Roinne n6 ar Cheann Cunta
na Scoile.

5.4

GnOthai an mhic/na hininc Ieino
(Foirmcacha GR 2, GR 4)

Ni m6r don mhac/inion leinn
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.5

a aontu leis an/na Riarth6ir(i) ceaptha ar chlar don taighde molta agus ar
m\dur agus meid na treorach is ga
sceideal cruinnithe rialta a shocrtl leis an!na Riarth6ir(i), an Riarth6ir
comhairlithe san aireamh, sa chas go gceaptar a leitheid
fadhbanna agus deacrachtai suntasacha a chur faoi bhraid an Riarth6ra/na
Riarth6iri a luaithe agus is feidir:
dul chun cinn a dheanamh an t-am ar fad ar an gch\r socraithe saothair, i
gcomhairle leis an!na Riarth6ir(i)
deimhin a dheanamh de go ndeantar an taighde faoi chaighdeain eiticiula na
hlnstitiuide agus aon ghniomhaiochta sheachtrai cui eile
abhar scriofa ar an saothar ata ar siul a sholathar de reir mar a iarrann an/na
Riarth6ir(i)
tuairisci leathbhliantula ar dhul chun cinn a sholathar tri Foirm GR 2 A a
fhorlionadh
aontu leis an!na Riarth6ir(i) ar chinneadh chun iarratas chun aistriu chuig Clar
nios airde a dhcanamh
cur in iul don(a) Riarth6ir(i) go bhfuil se/si chun aistriu chuig Clar nios isle
aontu leis an/na Riarth6ir(i) ar data chun an tn\chtas a chur isteach
f6gra tri mhi a thabhairt don Choiste um Staideir larcheime, go bhfuil an
trachtas Maistreachta n6 Dochtuireachta le cur isteach, tri chabhair a thabhairt
i bhforlionadh Foirm GR 4 agus i a sheoladh chuig an Oifig um Ghn6thai
Acadula.

Fad ama an taighdc

Is e an t-achar ama is lu a cheadaitear don saothar i gcomhair an ghradaim,
Diopl6ma !archei me (Taighde), na bliain lanaimseartha amhain n6 a coibheis sin.
Is e an t-achar ama is m6 a cheadaitear m\ dha bhliain n6 a coibheis sin.
Is e an t-achar ama is ltl a cheadaitear don saothar i gcomhair an ghradaim, Ccim
Mhaistreachta, na bliain lanaimseartha n6 a coibheis s in. Is e an t-achar ama is m6
a cheadaitear na dha bhliain n6 a coibheis sin.
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5.4

Responsibilities of the Postgraduate Student
(Forms GR 2 A, GR 4)

The postgraduate student is required to:
• agree with the appointed Supcrvisor(s) on a programme for the proposed
research and on the nature and extent of guidance required
• agree a regular schedule of meetings with the Supcrvisor(s), including the
advisory Supervisor where appointed, and to contribute to maintaining a
permanent record of these meetings
• inform the Supervisor(s) of significant problems and difficulties as early as
possible
• maintain progress on a work schedule agreed in consultation with the
Supervisor(s)
• conduct the research within the ethical standards of the Institute and of any
other appropriate external agencies
• present written material on the work being undertaken as required by the
Supervisor(s)
• provide bi-annual progress reports by completing the relevant parts of Form
GR2A
• reach agreement with the Supcrvisor~s) on any decision to apply for transfer to
a higher Register
• notify the Supervisor(s) about a decision to seek a transfer to a lower Register
• agree with the Supervisor(s) on a date for submission of the thesis
• give three months' notice of intention to submit a Postgraduate Diploma
(Research), Master's or Doctoral thesis to the Postgraduate Studies Committee.
by assisting in the completion of Form GR 4 and forwarding it through the
Office for Academic Affairs.

5.5

Duration of research work

The minimum duration of research work leading to the award of a Postgraduate
Diploma (Research), is one year full-time or equivalent. The maximum duration
is two years full-time or equivalent.
The minimum duration of the work leading to the award of a Master's Degree, is
one year full-time or equivalent. The maximum duration is three years full-time
or equivalent.
The minimum duration of the work leading to the Doctoral Degree, is two years
full-time or equivalent. The maximum duration in this case is four years full-time
or equivalent.
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Is e an t-achar ama is lu a cheadaitear don saothar i gcomhair an ghradaim, Ceim
Dhochtuireachta, mi dha bhliain lanaimseartha n6 a coibheis sin. Is e an t-achar
ama is m6 a chcadaitcar na ccithre bhliain n6 a coibheis sin.
Ni he achar ama an t-aon slat tomhais afach. m1 an phriomhshlat tomhais sa
chinneadh go bhfuil an saothar taighde tar eis pointe cui criochnaithe a shro ichint,
nuair a dheanfai an trachtas a scriobh agus a chur isteach. Ni m6r go sroichfeadh
mianach agus meid an tsaothair caighdcain a bheadh abhartha don ghradam ata i
gceist agus don disciplin ata idir lamha. Ta geargha le dluthcheangal agus ple leis
an/na Riarth6ir(i) chun an pointe criochna ithc a chinneadh.

5.6

Tuairisci lcathbhliantula ar dhul chun cion
(Foirmcacha GR 2 A, GR 2 B)

Ni m6r dha thuairisc leathbhliant(Ila ar dhul chun cinn an tsaothair a dheanarnh
gach bliain agus a sheoladh ch ui g an gCoiste um Staid eir !archei me trid an Oifig
um Ghn6thai Acadt:IIa ag eann na coi le, ceann roimh an Aoine dheireanach de
mhi Marta agus an ccann eile roimh an Aoinc dheircanach de mhi Mean F6mhair
sa bhliain acadt1il ina bhfuil an mac/inion leinn claraithe.
Cuimsionn tuairisc leathbhliantui l amhain Foirm GR 2 A a fhorlionann an
mac/inion leinn agus Foirm GR 2 B a fl10rlionann an/na Riarth6ir(i) agus a
dhroimscriobhann Ccann na Sco il c ata frcagrach. Ni m6r don mhac/inion leinn
tuairisc chl6scriofa de thuairim is 300 focal a shol<\thar freisin, rud a chuirtear le
Foirm GR 2 A, roimh i a sheoladh chuig oiste um Staidei r Iarcheime.
Deanann an Coiste um Staideir !archei me staidear ar an tuairisc leathbhliantuil.
Mas lochtach an tuairisc, is fcidir leis an gCoiste tuilleadh soi le irithe a lorg 6n/6
na Riarth6ir(i) agus/n6 6 Cheann na Scoile, n6 fiu atuairisc a eileamh.
Chun gur feidir athchlaru chun an saothar a leanuint an chead bhliain eile, is ga go
mbeadh an da tuairisc leathbhliantula don bhliain roimhe sin glactha agus faofa
ag an gCoiste um Staidcir !archei me.
I gcas Clair ar bith is feidir go nglacfai le cur isteach trachtais in ionad na
tuairisce deireanai ar dhul chun cinn.
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Irrespective of these prescribed minimum periods of study, the quality and
quantity of the research work undertaken and presented in a thesis must be at a
level appropriate to the award sought and in an area relevant to the Faculty in
which the work is undertaken. In making any decision to terminate and submit
work for formal examination, a student must liaise closely with and be advi sed by
the Supervisor(s).

5.6

Bi-annual Progress Reports
(Forms GR 2 A, GR 2 B)

Two bi-annual progress reports are required to be completed and returned to the
Postgraduate Studies Committee, through the Office of Academic Affairs: one
before the last Friday in March and the other before the last Friday in September
of the year in which the student is regi stered.
One bi-annual progress report consists of Form GR 2 A which is completed by
the postgraduate student and Form GR 2 B which is completed independently by
the Supervisor(s). The student is also required to provide a typewritten report, of
about 300 words, which is appended to Form GR 2 A.
The Postgraduate Studies Committee considers each bi-annual progress report. If
a report is inadequate, the Postgraduate Studies Committee may seek further
clarification from the Supervisor(s) and/or from the Head of School, or may
require are-submission.
In order to renew registration for a continuance of the work in the subsequent
academic year, the two bi-annual progress reports for the previous year must have
been received and approved by the Postgraduate Studies Committee.
In the case of each Register, submission of a thesis may be accepted in lieu of a
final progress report.
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0 CHLAR AMHAIN

CAIBIDIL 6

IARRA T AS CHUN AISTRJU
CHUIG CLAR ElLE

6.1

larratas chun aistriu 6n gCiar Diopl6ma larcheime
(Taighde) chuig an gCiar Maistreachta
(Foirm GR 3)

Tar eis a bheith ar an gCI<ir Diopl6ma !archei me (Taighde) ar feadh leathbhliana
lanaimseartha (n6 a coibheis sin), is feidir le mac/inion leinn. le tacaiocht a
Riarth6ra, iarratas a dheanamh don Choiste urn Staideir larcheime chun aistriu
chu ig an gC iar Maistreachta. Chun e seo a dheanamh ni m6r don Riarth6ir Foirm
GR 3 a fhorlionadh, droimscriobh Cheann na Scoile freagrai a fl1ail , agus an tiarratas a chur isteach chuig an gCoiste um Staideir Iarchei me trid an Oifig um
Ghn6thai Acadula. Ni m6r don mhac/inion leinn agus don Riarth6ir cuiseanna
aititheacha a sholathar chun cuidiu leis an iarratas aistrithe.
I gcomhairle le Ceann na Scoile, ainmnionn an Coiste um Staideir Iarcheime
Scr(ldaitheoir Aistrithe, a bhfuil sai neolas aige/aici in abhar ata bainteach leis an
taighde ata idir lamha. Deanann an Scrudaitheoir Aistrithe seo measu nu ar
chailiocht agus ar dhul chun cinn saothar taighde an mhic/na hi nine leinn go dti
sin agus ar an gclar saothair ata malta don taighde Maistreachta. Cuireann an
Riarth6ir i bpairtiocht leis an Scrudaitheoir Aistrithe, an mac/inion leinn faoi
scrudu beil, chun meast6ireacht a dheanamh ar a (h)oiriunacht chun aistriu chuig
an gCiar Maistreachta, i gcomhtheacs an chlar mholta taighde. Cuirtear tuairisc
scriofa ar an mheast6ireacht seo, chomh maith le moltai, faoi bhraid an Choiste
um Staideir Iarcheime trid an Oifig um Ghn6thai Acadula.
Muna bhfuil an bhuncheim le hon6racha n6 a coibheis sin in abhar gaolmhar mar
ata riachtanach, ag an mhac/inion leinn, ni m6r d6/di eiri i scrudu scriofa de
chaighdean ceime le hon6racha a chailionn elf don Mhaistreacht. Ni m6r idir
cheapadh agus riaradh an scr(ldaithe seo a bheith faofa ag an gCoiste um Staideir
larcheime, i gcomhairle le Ceann na Scoile cui.
Deanann an Coiste urn Staideir Iarcheime staidear ar an iarratas chun aistriu
chomh maith leis an tuairisc mheast6ireachta, na moltai 6n Scrudaitheoir Aistrithe
agus torthai an scrudaithe chailithe, mas ga e sin, agus faomhann an t-iarratas n6
diultaionn d6.
Nuair a tugtar an cead aistrithe roimh an miontnichtas a bheith curtha isteach ag
an iarrth6ir i gcomhair an ghradaim nios isle, is feidir an saothar a rinne an
mac/ inion leinn roimhe sin don Diopl6ma Iarchei me (Taighde) a
chomhshnaidhmeadh siar leis an gclar saothair i gcomhair an ghradaim
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CHAI'TER 6

APPLICATION TO TRANSFER FROM ONE REGISTER
TOA OTHER

6.1

Application to transfer from the Postgraduate Diploma
(Research) Register to the Master's Register
(Form GR 3)

After having been for at least one half~year full-time (or equivalent) on the
Postgraduate Diploma (Research) Register, a student may, with the support of
her/his Supcrvisor(s), apply to the Postgraduate Studies Committee to transfer to
the Master's Register. To do so. the Supervisor(s} is(are) required to complete
Form GR 3, obtain the endorsement of the llead of School and submit the
application to the Postgraduate Studies Committee through the Office for
Academic Affairs. Cogent reasons should be given by the student and
Supcrvisor(s). to support the transfer request.
In consultation with the I lead of School , the Postgraduate Studies Committee
appoints a Transfer Examiner. who has expertise in an area related to that of the
research being undertaken, to help assess the quality and progress of the student's
research work to date as well as the proposed programme of Master's research.
This Tmnsfer Examiner may be from the stafTof the Institute or from an external
organisation. The Supervisor and Transfer Examiner conduct an oral examination
of the student in order to assess her/his suitability for transfer to the Master's
Register in the context of the proposed research programme. A report on this
evaluation. together with recommendations. is submitted in writing to the
Postgraduate Studies Committee through the Office of Academic Affairs.
If the student docs not possess the requisite honours primary degree or equivalent
in a related discipline, she/he is also required to pass a written Master's qualifying
examination of honours degree standard. The conduct and format of this
examination is required to be approved by the Postgraduate Studies Committee,
in consultation with the relevant I lead of School.
The Postgraduate Studies Committee considers the application for transfer, in the
light of the evaluation report, the recommendations of the Transfer Examiner, and
the results of the Master's qualifying examination, if required, and either approves
or rejects the application.
Where permission to transfer is granted in advance of the applicant's submission
of the minor thesis for the lower award, the research work already carried out by
the student for the Postgraduate Diploma (Research) may be incorporated into the
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Mhaistreachta, rna mholann an Scrudaitheoir Aistrithe a leitheid agus rna
fhaomhann an Coiste urn Staideir Iarchei me e.
Ni m6r don Choiste urn Staideir I archei me na cuiseanna a sholathar i bhfoirm
scriofa don mhac/inion leinn, don/do na Riarth6ir(i) agus do Cheann na Scoile
cui, rna dhiultaitear don iarratas. Is feidir leis an mhac/inion leinn, an/na
Riarth6ir(i) agus Ceann na Scoile, mar dhaoine aonair n6 le cheile, achomharc a
dheanamh leis an gComhairle Acaduil faoin ndiultu.

6.2

Iarratas chun aistriu on gCiar Maistreachta chuig an gCiar
Dochtuireachta
(Foirm GR3)

Tar eis bheith ar an gClar Maistreachta ar feadh bliana lanaimseartha ar a laghad
no a coibheis sin, is feidir le mac/inion leinn, le tacaiocht a Riarth6ra, iarratas a
dheanarnh chun aistriu chuig an gClar Dochruireachta. Chun e seo a dheanamh ni
m6r don/dona Riarth6ir(i) Foirm GR 3 a fhorlionadh, droimscriobh Cheann na
Scoile freagrai a fhail, agus an t-iarratas a chur isteach chuig an gCoiste urn
Staideir !archei me trid an Oifig urn Ghn6thai Acadula. Ni m6r don mhac/inion
leinn agus don/dona Riarth6ir(i) cuiseanna aititheacha a sholathar chun cuidiu
leis an iarratas aistrithe.
l gcomhairle le Ceann na Scoile, ceapann an Coiste urn Staideir larcheime
Scrudaitheoir Aistrithe, a bhfuil saineolas aige/aici ar abhar ata bainteach leis an
taighde ata idir l:imha. Deanann an Scrudaitheoir Aistrithe seo measunu ar
chailiocht agus ar dhul chun cinn saothar taighde an mhic/na hinine leinn go dti
sin agus ar an gclar saothair ata molta don taighde Dochtuireachta. Cuireann
an/na Riarth6ir(i) i bpairtiocht leis an Scrudaitheoir Aistrithe, an mac/inion leinn
faoi scrudu beil, chun meast6ireacht a dheanamh ar a (h)oiriunacht chun aistriu
chuig an gClar Dochtuireachta, i gcomhtheacs an chlair mholta thaighde.
Cuirtear tuairisc scriofa ar an mheast6ireacht seo, chomh maith le moltai, faoi
bhraid an Choiste urn Staideir larcheime trid an Oifig urn Ghn6thai Acadula.
Deanann an Coiste urn Staideir larcheime staidear ar an iarratas chun aistriu
chomh maith leis an tuairisc mheast6ireachta agus na moltai 6n Scrudaitheoir
Aistrithe agus faomhann an t-iarratas n6 diultaionn d6.
Nuair a thugtar an cead aistrithe roimh an trachtas a bheith curtha isteach ag an
iarrth6ir i gcomhair an ghradaim nios isle, is feidir an saothar a rinne an
mac/inion leinn roimhe sin agus eli ar an gClar Maistreachta a
chomhslmaidhrneadh siar leis an gclar saothair i gcomhair an ghradaim
Dochtuireachta, rna mholann an Scrudaitheoir Aistrithe a leitheid agus rna
fhaomhann an Coiste urn Staideir Iarcheime e.
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Master's programme of work, if this is recommended by the Transfer Examiner
and approved by the Postgraduate Studies Committee.
The Postgraduate Studies Committee is required to provide in writing the reasons
for a rejection, to the applicant, the Supervisor(s) and the relevant Head of
School. The applicant, Supervisor(s) and Head of School may, individually or
collectively, appeal such a rejection to Academic Council.

6.2

Application to transfer from the Master's Register to the
Doctoral Register
(Form GR 3)

After having been for at least one year full-time (or eq uivalent) on the Master's
Register, a student may with the support of her/hi s Supervisor(s) apply to the
Postgrad uate Studies Com mittee to transfer to the Doctoral Register. To do so,
the Supervi sor(s) is/are required to complete Form GR 3, obtain the endorsement
of the relevant I lead of School, and submit the application to the Postgraduate
Studies Comm ittee through the Office of Academic Affairs. Cogent reasons are
required to be given by both th e student and Supervisor(s), to support the transfer
request.
In consultati on with the rckvant I lead of Schoo l, the Postgraduate Studies
Commi ttee appoin ts a Transfer r <aminer who has ex perti se in an area related to
th at o f the research being undertaken . to help assess the quality and progress of
the student's research work to date as well as the proposed programme of
Doctoral research. This Transfer Exami ner may be from the staff of the Institute
or from an ex terna l organi sat ion. The Sup<:: rvisor(s) and Transfer Exam iner
conduct an oral exami nati on of the st udent in order to assess his/her suitability for
transfer to the Doctoral Register in the context of the proposed research
programme. A report on thi s evaluation. together with recommendations, is
submitted in writing to the Postgrad uat..: St udi es Committee through the Office of
Academi c Affairs.
The Postgrad uate Studies Com mittee wnsiders the application for transfer,
together with the eva luati on report and the recommendations of the Transfer
Exami ner and either approves or rejec ts th e application.
In the case of such a transfe r being approved. the work already carried out by the
stude nt while on the Master's Rcgistc:r may be incorporated into the Doctoral
programme of work, if the thesis for the lower award has not yet been submitted
and if this incorporation is reco mm ended by the Transfer Examiner and <!Wffived
by the Postgraduate Studies Committee.
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Ni m6r don Choiste urn Staideir Iarcheime na cuiseanna a shollithar i bhfoirm
scriofa don mhac/ inion leinn, don/dona Riarth6ir(i) agus do Cheann na Scoile
cui, nu\ dhiultaitear don iarratas. Is feidir leis an mhac/inion leinn, an/na
Riarth6ir(i) agus Ceann na Scoile, mar dhaoinc aonair n6 le cheile, achomharc a
dheanarnh leis an gComhairle Acaduil faoin ndiultu.

6.3

Aistriu chuig Chir nios isle

Is feidir Ie mac/inion leinn iarcheime ag am ar bith tar eis dul i gcomhairle lena
Riarth6ir(i), cinneadh ar aistriu chuig Clar nios isle. Ni m6r d6/di an cinneadh
seo a chur in iul don/do na Riarth6ir(l) i bhfoirm scriofa. Cuireann an Riarth6ir
comhairlithe e seo in iul don Choiste urn Staideir larchcime trid an Oifig urn
Ghn6thai Acadula, agus athrafonn an Oifig seo clarLI an mhic/na hininc leinn faoi
seach.
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The Postgraduate Studies Committee is required to provide in writing the reasons
for a rejection, to the student, the Supervisor(s) and the I lead of School. The
student, Supervisor(s) and Head of School may, collectively or individually,
appeal such a rejection to Academic Council.

6.3

Transfer to a lower Register

A postgraduate student may at any time. a tier consultation with her/hi s
Supervisor(s), decide to transfer to a lower Register. She/he is required to notify
the Supervisor(s) in writing of thi s decision. The advisory Supervisor then
notifies the Postgraduate Studies Committee through the Office for Academic
Affairs, which in turn alters the registration of the student.
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CAIBIDIL 7

FORMAID AGUS CUR I LATHAIR AN
TRACHTAIS

Tcanga an tnichtais

7.1

Is feidir an tn\chtas a bheith scriofa i nGaeilge n6 i mBearla, n6 i dteanga eile, ma
t<\ cead chuige sin faighte roimh e a ehur isteaeh 6n/6na Riarth6ir(i) agus 6n
gCoiste um Staideir larcheimc. Nuair is teanga seaehas Gaeilge n6 Bearla ata i
geeist, braithfidh an cead ar chumas na hlnstitittide riaradh c6ir agus scrudu an
teastais sa teanga sin a sholathar.

7.2

Saothar an mhic/na hininc lcinn fcin

Is ga naeh bhfuil sa trachtas a chuirtear isteach le haghaidh a scrudaithe, ach
saothar an mhic/na hinine lcinn fcin agus nach raibh se curtha isteach roimhe, ina
iomlaine na cuid de. le haghaidh gradaim ar Ieith 6 institittid acaduil.
Mas cuid de thionscadal comhoibrithe an saothar a rinneadh, ba choir go
dtaispcanfadh an tn\chtas go soileir cuiditt ar Ieith an iarrth6ra agus meid an
chomhoibrithe a bhi i gceist.

7.3

Forml\id, fad agus cur i lathair molta

Ni m6r go mbeadh an tr<iehtas priontailtc n6 el6seriofa lc caighdean litreach, le
cl6 !2 pone ar a laghad, ar thaobh amhain de phaipear de mheid A4 agus le spas
dubailte n6 spas de line go Ieith idir na linte. Ni m6r go mbeadh ar gach
leathanach imeall de 40 mm ar a laghad ar an taobh clc agus imeall de 20 mm ar a
laghad ar an taobh dcas. Ni m6r na leathanaigh go lcir den teacs a bheith
uimhrithe as a cheile, ag tostt lc clar na n-abhar agus leis na huimhreacha
larnaithe ag bun an leathanaigh, ar a laghad I 0 mm os cionn imeall an
leathanaigh. Ni m6r aon haguisini a chur ag deireadh an trachtais, iad ainmnithe
de reir na haibitre agus na leathanaigh uimhrithe as a cheile.

7.3 .1

Lcathanach tcidil

Ni m6r leathanach teidil a bheith sa trachtas, ar a mbeidh
•
•
•

teideal iomlan an trachtais, chomh maith lc haon fl10theidil, i gcl6 20 pone
ainm agus cailiochtai an iarrth6ra
an gradam ar a bhfuil an tn!chtas dirithe
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CHAPTER 7

THESIS FORMAT AND PRESENTATION

7.1

Language of thesis

The thesis may be written either in Irish or English, or in another language,
provided the approval of the Supervisor(s) and of the Postgraduate Studies
Committee has been obtained prior to submission. When a language other than
Irish or English is requested , the decision on approval will rest upon the
Institute's ability to provide adequate supervision and examination of the thesis in
that language.

7.2

Student's own work

A thesis presented for examination is required to be the student's own work and
must not have been previously submitted, either in whole or in part, for a separate
award from this Institute or any other academic institution.

If the work carried out is part of a collaborative project, the thesis should clearly
show the candidate's specific contribution and the extent of collaboration
involved.

7.3

Recommended format, length and presentation

The thesis should be printed with letter quality, at least 12 point type, single-sided
on A4 size paper, with double, or one-and-one-half, line spacing. On each page
there should be a left-hand margin of at least 40 mm and a right-hand margin of at
least 20 mm. All pages should be numbered consecutively throughout the text
and appendices, starting at the table of contents, with the page numbers central, at
the bottom of each page, at least I0 mm above the edge of the page. The
appendices should be placed at the end of the thesis and named alphabetically.

7.3.1

Title page

The thesis should have a title page displaying:
• the full title of the thesis, with any subtitles, in 20 point type;
• the name and qualifications of the candidate;
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•
•
•
•
•

ainm na hlnstitiuide
ainm(neacha) an Riarth6ralna Riarth6iri
an Damh agus an Scoi l a raibh an mac/inion leinn com hcheangai lte leo den
chuid is m6
mi agus bliain an chui r isteach
uimhir an imleabhair agus lion na n-imleabhar, rna ta nios m6 mi ceann
amhain ann.

7.3.2

Leathanach an dearbhaithe

Direach tar eis leathanach an teidil ni m6r leathanach a bheith ann ar a bhfuil an
dearbhu seo a leanas, agus e forlionta i gceart:

Dearbhaim nach bhfuil sa trachtas seo a chuirim
isteach Ie haghaidh a scrudaithe don ghradam
- - - - - - - - - - - , ach mo shaothar fein
amh:iin agus n:ir t6gadh e 6 shaothar aon duine eile
ach amhain agus an oiread sin a luaitear agus a
admhaitear taobh istigh de theacs mo shaothair.
Ullmhaiodh an trachtas seo de reir rialacha urn
staidcar iarchcime tri thaighde Institiuid
Teicneolaiochta Bhaile Atha Cliath agus nior
cuireadh isteach e, ina ioml:iine n:i cuid de, le
haghaidh gradaim 6 aon lnstitiuid n6 Ollscoil eile.

(Cu irtear an abairl seo a leanas leis an ndearbhu muna gcuirlear
teorannu ar theacht acaduil ar an trachtas, de reir all 7.5.)
Ta ccad ag an lnstitiuid an tr:ichtas iomlan seo n6
cuid de, a choimc:id, a thabhairt amach ar iasacht n6
a ch6ipe:iil, ar choinnioll go n-admh6far mar ba
choir aon us:iid a bhainfear as :ibhar an tr:ichtais.

Siniu - - - - - - - - - - - - - Data _ _ _ __
Iarrth6ir
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•
•
•
•
•
•

the
the
the
the
the
the

award for which the thesis is submitted:
name of the In stitute;
name(s) of th.: Supervisor(s):
School to which the student was principally aniliated;
month and year of submi ss ion:
volume number and the total number of volumes, if more than one.

7.3.2

Declaration page

After the titl e page there should be a page containing the following dec laration ,
appropriate ly completed:

I certify that this thesis which I now submit for
examination for the aw:trd of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
is entirely my own work and has not been taken from
the work of otheJ"S save and to the extent that such
work has been cited and acknowledged within the text
of my work.
This thesis was prepared according to the
regulations for postgraduate studies by research of the
Dublin Institute of Technology and has not been
submitted in whole or in part for an award in any
other Institute or University.
(The./i>llowing senlence is added lo !he dec/aralion unless academic
access 10 the thesis is reslricled according lo paragraph 7.5.)
The Institute has permission to keep, to lend or to
copy this thesis in whole or in part, on condition
that any such use of the material of the thesis be
duly acknowledged.

S i g n a t u r e - - - - - - - - - - - - Date _ _ _ __
Candidate
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7.3.3

Buiochas

Mas maith le ht1dar an trachtais a b(h)uiochas pearsanta a ghabhail, ni m6r go
gcuimseodh an leathanach direach tar eis an Dearbhaithe e seo.

7.3.4

Clar na n-abhar

Ni m6r clar na n-abhar a chuimsionn uimhir agus teideal gach caibidle a bheith sa
trachtas, le mirchinn de na fochodanna de gach caibidil agus uimhir thagartha le
gach focheann, tagairti agus aguisini, le huimhreacha comhfreagracha na
leathanach. Ni m6r go dtos6idh uimhritl na leathanach sa trachtas ar chead
leathanach clar na n-abhar.

7.3.5

Coimriu

Tar eis clar na n-abhar, ni m6r go gcuimseodh an trachtas coimriu aon leathanaigh
den saothar. Ni m6r nach sar6dh fad an choimrithe seo 300 focal ar a mheid.

7.3.6

Grianghraif agus lear:iidi

Ni m6r go mbeadh gach grianghraf agus/n6 learaid greamaithe go docht n6
cl6bhuailte ar an leathanach cui agus uimhir thagartha agus fotheideal curtha leis.
Nf m6r go mbeadh a uimhir leathanaigh ar gach leathanach da leitheid freisin.

7.3. 7

FonOtai a gus athfhriotail

Is feidir fon6tai agus athfhriotail eangacha a chur istcach le spasanna singile idir
na linte. Ni m6r na fon6tai i ngach caibidil a bheith uimhrithe as a cheile.

7.3.8

Tagairti

Ni m6r go mbcadh na tagairti criochnt1il agus go gcomhlionfadh siad na
caighdeain sa disciplin. Is feidir liosta na dtagairti a chur ag deireadh gach
caibidle a bhfuil siad bainteach lei san trachtas n6 i gcuid thagartha ar Ieith suite
ag dcireadh priomhchuid an trachtais agus roimh aon aguisini.
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7.3.3

Acknowledgements

In the event that the author of the thesis wishes to express personal
acknowledgements, these should be included on the page immediately following
the Declaration.

7.3.4

Table of contents

There should be a table of contents which includes the number and title of each
chapter of the thesis, numerically referenced chapter subsection headings,
references and appendices with corresponding page numbers. Thesis page
numbering should begin at the first page of the table of contents.

7.3.5

Abstract

Following the table of contents, the thesis should include a single-page abstract of
the work. The length of this abstract should not exceed 300 words.

7.3.6

Photographs and diagrams

All photographs and/or diagrams should be firmly fixed or printed on the
appropriate page and should be provided with reference numbers and legends.
Each such page should also have a page number.

7.3.7

Footnotes and quotations

Footnotes and indented quotations may be single line spaced. The footnotes in
each chapter should be numbered consecutively.

7.3.8

References

References should be thorough and comprehensive, and should conform with
normally accepted tandards for the relevant discipline. A list of references may
be included either at the end of the chapter to which they relate or in a separate
reference section located at the end of the main body of the text, before any
appendices.
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7.3.9

Fad an tn\chtais

I gdts an Di o pl o ma larchcime (Taighde), de ghnath cilitear mi ontnichtas le
timpea ll 15,000 foca l de th cacs. Ag brath ar an di sc ipi in, ba choir de ghmith nach
rachadh tn\chtas Maistreachta thar 45,000 foca l de theacs, agus nach rachadh
trachtas Dochtuireachta thar 90,000 foca l de theacs. Is fe idir afach, go
gcuim seodh trachtas samhl acha, dearthai, cumado ireachtai ea laionta, abhair
chl os fhi sea in, abhai r ilmheanacha, etc .. agus i gcasanna da leitheid bheadh co inne
le fad te ics cui d mhaith nios ILl na mar a mh o !tar thuas.

7.4

Is leis an lnstitiuid na coipcanna a chuirtcar isteach.

Tagann na co ipcanna go lc ir den trachtas a chuirtca r isteach fao i dhe ireadh , le
bheith ina sea luchas den lnst itit1id. De ghnath euirtear co ip amhain i dtaisce sa
leabharl ann .

7.5

Dcarbhu ag ccadu teach! ar an tnlchtas

Ag am an chuir istcach. ei litcar ar an iarrtho ir an dcarbhtl a shiniLI, a cheadaionn
tcacht acadu il ar an tnicht as. Ma ttl d 1i scann a troma ann de bharr aon eo las ata
san tnichtas a bheith ioga ir i Ieith Ctlrsai tr{lchtiil a no c il c. is fcidir le hi arrthoir a
iarra idh nach gcead6ra i ach tcac ht teo ra1.ta ar abh ar an tn\chtais. I gcas mar sin ni
fh aofai ao n iarratas chun tcacht ar an trac htas ac h lc eead Ceann an Scoile.

7.6

Foilsiu abhair on tn\chtas

Is ccadmh ach d' iarrthoi r abhar a ei ri on n as saothar taighdc iarcheime a fhoil siu, le
cead an Riarthora/na Ria rthoi ri . roimh an tr{lc ht as a cur isteach; ba choir tagairt a
d hca nam h sa trachtas d'ao n fl1 o il si(1 mar sco .

7.7

Coipchcart

Is abhair iad co ipchca rt an trt1chtais. tlinei rcacht an tsea hk ha is intl eachtaigh a
thaga nn o n saothcr taighdc don tr{tchtas ag us na ccarta paitinnc ar ao n ta irge no
phroiseas a ll10rbraitca r le linn no mar tho radh ar thi onscadal taighde an trachta is,
ar cea rt aontu ft1thu id ir an tl arrth oir agus an ln stitit1id. Ni mor don lnstitiuid, ar
cho mhairl e an Riartho ra/na Ria rth6 iri. do tha in ullmhaithe a dheanamh maidir leis
na habhair seo.
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7.3.9

Length of thesis

For the Postgraduate Diploma (Research) a minor thesis of approximately 15 ,000
words of text is normally required. Depending on the discipline, a Master's thesis
should not normally exceed 45.000 words of text and a Doctoral thesis should not
normally exceed 90,000 words of text. llowcvcr a thesis may also encompass
models, designs, artistic compositions, audio-visual materials, multi-media
materials, etc., and in such instances, the length of text expected may be much
less than recommended above.

7.4

Copies submitted the property of the Institute

All copies of the thesis and all accompanying materials finally submitted become
the property of the Institute. One copy is normally lodged in the Faculty library.

7.5

Declaration allowing access to thesis

At the time of submission, candidates arc required to sign a declaration form
allowing academic access to the thesis. If suflicient reason exists by way of
commercial or other sensitivity of information contained within the thesis, a
candidate may request that restricted access only be allowed to the thesis material.
In such cases requests for access to the thesis may only be granted with the
permission of the Head of School.

7.6

Publication of material from thesis

A candidate may publish material. deriving from the postgraduate research work,
with the approval of the Supervisor(s). in advance of the submission of the thesis.
Reference should be made to any such publication in the thesis. The Institute and
the Supervisor(s) must be acknowledged in all such published work.

7.7

Copyright

Issues of copyright in the thesis, ownership of intellectual property arising from
the research work leading to the thesis and the patent rights arising from any
product or process developed during the course of or as a result of the thesis
research project, are matters for agreement between the candidate and the
Institute. It is incumbent on the Institute, on the advice of the Supervisor(s), to
make adequate provision in relation to these matters.
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CAIBIDIL 8

CUR ISTEACH AN TRACHTAIS

Nuair a shroicheann an taighdc lcibhcal a chriochnaithc chui i gcomhair an
ghradaim ala i gccist, scriobhtar an tn:ichtas agus cuirtca r istcach e lc haghaidh a
scrttdaithe. Ni mor go mbcadh dlt:nhchcangal agus pic idir an mac/inion leinn
iarcheime agus an/na Riarthoir(i), chun a ch inncadh go bhfui l mianach agus meid
an tsaothair tar eis an lcibheal seo a bhaint a mach .

8.1

F6gra tri mhi go bhfuil
(Foirm GR 4)

sc ar intinn tnichtas a chur isteach

Ni mor do mhac/inion lcinn iarchcimc rcamhfhogra tri mhi a thabhairt don
Choiste um Staidcir larcheimc go bhfuil sc/s i chun an tn\chtas Dioploma
larcheime (Taighde) no Maistrcachta no Dochtttireachta a chur isteach. Le
haghaidh an ghno seo ba choir Foirm GR 4 a 01orlionadh i gceart ag an
mhac/inion leinn agus an/ na Riarthoir(i), a 01ail droimscriofa ag Ceann na Scoile
freagrai, agus a sheoladh ar ai s chuig an gCoistc um Staideir Iarchei me ag an
Oifi g um Ghnothai Acadt:ila. Ni mor go mbeadh an mac/inion leinn claraithe go
cui nuair ata an rcamh01ogra sco a thabhairt. Nuair a bhfaightear Foirm GR 4 san
Oifig um Ghnothai Acad(ila, tagann an mac/ inion lcinn le bhcilh ina iarrthoir don
ghradam abhartha iarchcime agus fograionn an Oi fig c sin do/di i bhfoirm scriofa.
Ansin ainmnionn an Coistc um Staidcir larchcimc Scrudaithcoir Seachtrach,
Scrttdaitheoir lnmheanach (no bcirt Scrudai thcoir Shcachtracha muna bhfuil
Scrudaitheoir lnmhcanach cui lc fail no sa chas gur balllanaimseartha foirne na
hlnstitiuide an t-iarrthoir) agus Cathaoirlcach ncamhsplcach na Scrudaitheoiri
chun scrttdu an trachtais agus scrttdu beil an iarrthora, a riaradh.
8.2

Ceapadh an Scnldaitheora Sheachtraigh
(Foirm GR 4)

Ainmnitear beirt a bhfuil ceimiocht acadttil chui acu, lri aonttt idir an/na
Riarthoir(i) agus Ceann na Scoilc mar phriomhrogha agus mar dhara rogha mar
Scrttdaithcoir Scachtrach . Tri phroiscas tcagmhiila ncamh01oirmiula ba choir go
ndeanfadh an/ na Riarthoir(i) dcimhin de go mbcadh na hainmnithigh toilteanach
fcidhmitt mar sco da gceapfai iad, agus go mbcadh siad in01aighte sna sc
sheachtaine no mar sin tar eis an data a bhfui l scar intinn an trachtas a chur
isteach.
De ghnath is duine d'ardcheim in abhar gincara lta taighde an iarrthora eli an
Scrudaitheoir Seachtrach agus lc cailiochtai acadt:ila aigc/aici ar a laghad den
leibheal ceanna agus lcibhcal an ghradaim alai gccist. Cuirfcar san aireamh
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CHAPTERS

SUBMISSION OF THESIS

When the research reaches an appropriate completion stage for the award in
question, the thesis is written and submitted for examination. Close and detailed
discussion between the postgraduate student and the Supervisor(s), is required to
determine that the quantity and quality of the presented work is appropriate to the
level of the award sought.

8.1

Three months' notice of intention to submit a thesis
(Form GR4)

A postgraduate student is required to give three months' prior notice of
submission of a Postgraduate Diploma (Research) or Master's or Doctoral thesis
to the Postgraduate Studies Committee. For this purpose Form GR 4 should be
appropriately completed by the student and the Supervisor(s), endorsed by the
Head of School responsible, and returned to the Postgraduate Studies Committee
through the Office for Academic Affairs. The student is required to be validly
registered when giving this notice. When Form GR 4 is received by the Office
for Academic Affairs, the student becomes a candidate for the relevant
postgraduate award and is so notified in writing by the Office.
The Postgraduate Studies Committee then appoints an External Examiner, an
Internal Examiner (or two External Examiners only, if no suitable Internal
Examiner is available or in the case of a candidate who is a full-time member of
staffofthe Institute) and an independent Chairperson of Examiners to conduct the
examination of the thesis and the oral examination of the candidate.

8.2

Appointment of External Examiner(s)
(Form GR4)

Two persons of suitable academic standing are nominated by agreement between
the Supervisor(s) and the Head of School as first and second choice External
Examiners. Through a process of informal contact, the Supervisor(s) should
ascertain the willingness of the nominees to act in this capacity, if appointed, and
their availability within an approximately six week period after the intended
submission date of the thesis.
The External Examiner is normally a person of some eminence in the broad field
of the candidate's research, with academic qualifications at least of the level of the
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frei sin le haghaidh a c(h)eaptha, duine le taithi leathan thionsclaioch n6
thradalach in abhar ata direach bainteach le habhar taighde an iarrth6ra, ach
cuiseanna aititheacha a bheith solil.thraithe don airunniuchan.
Ni m6r don Riarth6ir na codanna cui den Fhoirm GR 4 a fhorlionadh chun na
sonrai a sholathar ar an mbeirt a mholtar mar Scrudaitheoiri Seachlracha. Ni m6r
go gcuirfeadh na sonrai ar chumas an Choiste urn Staideir Jarcheime a dheimhniu
go bhfuil na hainmnithigh oiriunach 6n taobh acaduiln6 6 thaobh eigin eile chun
an trachlas agus an mac/inion leinn a scrttdu le haghaidh an ghradaim iarcheime.
Roghnaionn an Coi ste urn Staideir Iarchei me duine amhain as an mbeirt
ainmnithe chun feidhmiu mar Scrudaitheoir Seachtrach . Nuair nach bhfuil
Scrudaithcoir lnmheanach cui ar fail amh, n6 nuair is balll{maimseartha foirne na
hlnstitiuide an t-i arrth6ir, ceaptar an bheirt crudaitheoir Sheachtracha.
Ansin tugann Cathaoirleach an Choiste urn Staideir Jarcheime cuireadh foirmittil
scriofa don/do na Scrudailheoir(i) Seachtrach(a) roghnaithe, chomh mailh le
coimriu an ln\chtais ata le scrudu agus sceideal na dlailli agus na gcostas ala
inaisioclha leis an Scrudaitheoir eachtrach.

8.3

Ccapadh an Scrudaitheora Inmheanaigh

Tar eis cuireadh chuige a !hail 6 Chathaoirleach an Choiste urn Staidcir
Iarcheime, molann Ceann na Scoile an Scrudaitheoir lnmheanach, i gcomhairle
leis an/na Riarth6ir(i).
De ghnath ba cheart gurbh ball lanaimseartha foirne leacht6ireachta na
hlnstitiuide an Scrudaitheoir Inmheanach, a bhfuil taithi laighde aige/aici in abhar
ata gaolmhar lc habhar laighde an lrachtais.
Ansin tugann Calhaoirleach an Choiste urn Staideir Jarcheime cuireadh foirmiuil
scriofa don Scrudaitheoir lrunheanach, chomh maith le coimriu an trachtais ata le
scrudu agus sceideal na dtailli agus na gcostas ala inaisioctha leis an
Scrudaitheoir lnmheanach.
Mas balllanaimseartha foirne leacht6ireachta na hlnstitiuide an t-iarrth6ir, n6
muna bhfuil Scrudaitheoir Inmhe{mach cui le fail, ni airunnitear aon Scrudaitheoir
lnmheanach.

8.4

Ceapad h Cathaoirleach na Scrudaith eo iri

Ainmnionn an Coiste urn Staideir larcheime na Scrudaitheoiri, i gcomhairle leis
an/na Riarth6ir(i) agus le Ceann na Scoile.
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award in question. A person possessing wide industrial/commercial experience in
an area directly related to the topic of the candidate's research, may also be
considered for appointment. provided cogent reasons for the nomination are
supplied.
The Supervisor is required to comp lete the appropriate sections of f'orm GR 4
giving details of the two persons proposed as External Examiners. The details
provided should enable the Postgraduate Studies Committee to be assured that the
nominees are academically or otherwise suitable to examine the thesis and the
candidate for the postgraduate award in question.
The Postgraduate Studies Committee chooses one of the nominated persons to act
as External Examiner. llowcvcr, in cases where no suitable Internal Examiner is
available or where the candidate is a full-time member of stafTof the Institute.
then two External Examiners arc appointed.
The Chairperson of the Graduate Studies Committee subsequently issues a formal
written invitation to the selected External l ~ xam in er(s), together with an abstract
of the thesis to be examined and a schedule of the fees and expenses payable to
her/him as External Examiner.

8.3

Appointment of Internal Examiner

At the invitation of the Chairperson of the Postgraduate Studies Committee, the
Head of School in consultation with the Supcrvisor(s), nominates the Internal
Examiner.
The Internal Examiner should normally be a full-time member of the lecturing
staff of the Institute, with research experience in an area related to the research
topic of the thesis.
The Cha irperson of the Postgraduate Studies Committee subsequently issues a
formal written invitation to the Internal Examiner, together with an abstract of the
thesis to be examined and a schedu le of the fees and expenses payable to her/him
as Internal Examiner.
If the candidate is a full-time member of the lecturing staff of the Institute, or if
no suitable Internal Examiner is avai lab le, then a second External Examiner is
nominated in lieu.
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T ugann Cathaoi rl each an Choiste um Staidcir larc hcime cuireadh foirm iuil
scrio fa do Chathao irl each na Scrudaitheoiri, le so nra i ar an iarrth6ir ata le scrudu,
agus ar na Scrtlda ithco iri Seachtracha agus lnmheanacha.

8.5

Faomhadh ag an gComhairlc Acaduil

Ceaptar an Cathao irl each, an/na Scrt1daithco ir(i) Scachtracha agus an
Scrt1daitheo ir lnmheanach ag an gCo iste tun Staidc ir !archeime agus seoltar ar
aghaidh na ceapachain le haghaidh a bhfaofa ag Co iste na Scruduithe agus na
nG radam thar ceann na Comhairle Acadt1la.

8.6

Cur istcach an tn\chtais

An chead babh ta a chuirtea r istcach an trac htas, seo ltar dha ch6ip fao i chumhdach
bog don Oi fi g um Ghn6thai Acad[li a, chomh ma ith lc dlui ch6 ip ar Ieith de
ehoi mriu an trachtais.
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8.4

Appointment of Chairperson of Examiners

A Chairperson of examiners is appointed by the Postgraduate Studies Committee,
in consultation with the Supervisor(s) and the Head of School.
The Chairperson of the Postgraduate Studies Committee issues a formal written
invitation to the Chairperson, together with details of the candidate to be
examined and of the External and Internal Exam iners.

8.5

Approval by Academic Council

The names and academic details of the Chairperson, External Examiner(s) and
Internal Examiner appointed by the Postgraduate Studies Committee are
submitted for approval to the Examinations and Awards Committee on behalf of
Academic Council.

8.6

Submission of thesis

For the first submission of the thesis, two soft-bound copies should be submitted
to the Office for Academic Affairs, together with two separate copies of the thesis
abstract.
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CAIBIDIL 9

SCRUDU AN TRACHTAIS AGUS AN
IARRTHORA

Seard atit sa scrudu m\ scrudu an tn\chtais agus scrudu beil an iarrthora ag na
Scrudaitheoirf.

9.1

Scrudu an trachtais

Deanann an Coiste urn Staideir larcheime staidear ar an da choip a seal tar isteach,
feachaint an leanann siad na rialacha ar fhormaid agus ar chur i lathair ata leagtha
amach i gcaibidil 7 thuas. Muna Jeanann siad na rialacha sea seal tar ar ais go dti
an iarrthoir iad Jc haghaidh a gceartaithc.
Nuair a ghlactar leis na coipeanna, seal tar ar aghaidh iad, ceann chuig gach
Scrudaitheoir Seachtrach agus lnmheanach le haghaidh a scrudaithe.
Is miontrachtas an tn\chtas don Dioploma larcheime (Taighde) agus ba choir go
dtaispeanfadh se inniulacht i modh taighde, colas ar chomhtheacs agus chulra an
tsaothair agus tuiscint Jeirmheastach ar thorthai an tsaothair.
Ba choir go ginearalta go dtaispeanfadh tn\chtas Maistreachta smaoineamh agus
saothar neamhspleach on iarrthoir, dcarcadh scolartha agus tuiscint Jeirmheastach
ar chomhtheacs agus ar thabhacht an tsaothair a rinneadh.
Ba choir go mbeadh lianaise de shaothar bhunaidh, neamhspleach agus
tabhachtach, i dtn\chtas Dochtt1ireachta, agus cuidiu nua tabhachtach don colas
ata ann ar an abhar tri fl1ionnachtana no mhinithe nua. Ba choir go dtaispeanfadh
an trachtas cumas Jeirmheastoireachta an iarrthora agus a m(h)ianach chun
tuilleadh taighde ncamhsple:kh a dheanamh.
Nuair is cuid de thionscadal comhoibrithe an saothar a rinneadh, ba choir go
dtaispeanfadh an trachtas go soileir cuidiu ar Ieith an iarrthora agus meid an
chomhoibrithe a bhi i gceist. i mor go ndeanfai meastoireacht ar iarrthoir as a
s(h)aothar fein amhain.

9.2

crudu beil an iarrthora

Cinneann Oilig um Ghnothai Acadula ar data agus ar ami gcomhair scrt1du beil
an iarrthora, i gcomhairle Je Cathaoirleach na Scrudaitheoiri, na Scrudaitheoirf
lnmheanacha agus eachtracha agus mv'na Riarthoir(i), agus cuireann e in in iul
don iarrth6ir. Ni mor go mbeadh an data roghnaithe tar cis scrt1du an trachtais ag
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CHAPTER9

EXAMINATION OF THESIS AND CANDIDATE

The examination consists of an examination of the thesis and an oral examination
of the candidate.

9.1

Examination of thesis

The two copies of the thesis submitted arc examined by the Postgraduate Studies
Committee, to check that they follow the f-ormat and Presentation rules in chapter
7 above. If they do not follow these rules they are returned to the candidate for
correction.
Accepted copies of the thesis are then transmitted to the External and Internal
Examiners for examination.
The thesis for the Postgraduate Diploma (Research) is a minor thesis which
should show competence in the research methodology. knowledge of the context
and background of the work and critical appreciation of the results of the work.
A Master's thesis should broadly show independent thought and work by the
candidate, a scholarly approach. and a critical appreciation of the context and
significance of the work undertaken.
A Doctoral thesis should contain evidence of original. independent work of
significance and should make an important contribution to the existing body of
knowledge on the subject through new discoveries or interpretations. It should
demonstrate the candidate's critical ability and his/her capacity to undertake
further independent research.
In cases where the work carried out is part of a collaborative project. the thesis
should clearly show the candidate's specific contribution and the extent of
collaboration involved. It is essential that the candidate be judged on his/her
work only.

9.2

Oral examination of candidate

The Office for Academic Affairs arranges a date for the oral examination of the
candidate, in consultation with the Chairperson of Examiners. the Internal and
External Examiners and the Supervisor(s), and notifies the candidate accordingly.
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na Scrudaitheoiri. Tionolann Cathaoirleach na Scrudaitheoiri an scrudu beil , de
ghm\th taobh isti gh de she shcachtainc tar cis cur isteach an tnichtai s.
C uireann an bhcirt Scrt1daithcoir lc chc il c aga ll amh ar an iarrthoir i lathair an
Chathaoirligh agus an Riarthora!na Riarthoiri frc:isin, mas maith leis/lei/leo e sin.
Ba choir go gceadod h an scrudti bcil don iarrthoir a thai speaint gur da c(h)uid fein
e saothar an tn\chtais, go dtuigcann sc.'s i go co ir an t-abhar agus an comhtheacs
lcathan ar phi1irt de an saot har ata i gccist.

9.3

T uairisc ar an scrudu
(Foirm GR 5)

Tar eis an SCftldti beil, forli o nann an bhcirt Scrtidaithcoir Foirm GR 5 [Staidear

iarc:lu!ime trf thaighde: tuairisc ar scnidti le haghaidh gradaim iarcheime]leis an
tuairi sc ar an scrt1du, i lathair an Chathaoirligh amhain, agus seo ltar ar ais i chuig
an gCo iste um Staideir larchcim c trid an Oifig um Ghnothai Acadula. Cuimsionn
an tuairisc sco idir scrudu an trachtai s agus an sc rtidtl bei l agus criochnaionn si le
mol adh d'aonghuth na Scrt1daithcoiri.
Is feidir leis na Scrudaitheoiri ccann amluiin dena mo ltai seo a leanas a dheanamh
• an gradam a bhronnadh gan aon chcarttl ar an trachtas
• go bhfuil an trachtas inghlactha don ghradam ach go gceadofai don iarrthoir an
trachtas sin a aistarra ingt agus tar cis a athbhrcithnithe, e a chur isteach aris
nios deanai le haghaidh gradaim nios airdc, Ccim Mhai streachta i gcas
iarrthoir Dioploma larchcime (Taighdc) n6 Ccim Dhochtuireachta i gcas
iarrthoir Ccim Mluiistreachta
• an gradam a bhronnadh, ach amhain na mioncheartu ithe agus na
mionathbhreithnithc a luaitear i gcuid 4 den Fhoirm GR 5, a chur isteach sa
trachtas
• gan an gradam a bhronnadh, ach go gccad6fai don iarrth6ir an trachtas a chur
isteach aris ach na leasuithe mora agus na hathbhreithnithe mora a luaitear i
gcuid 4 den Fhoirm GR 5, a chomhlionadh agus go mbcadh ar an iarrthoir dul
faoi scrt1du bcil athuair
• gan an gradam a bhronnadh ach go molfai an gradam nios isle de Cheim
Mhaistreachta a bhronnadh ar iarrthoir Ccim Dhochttlireachta, no de Dioploma
larcheimc (Taighdc) a bhronnadh ar iarrth6ir Ceim Mha istreachta
• gan gradam ar bith a bhronnadh.

Ni mor dona Scrudaitheoiri ctliscanna so ileire a thabhairt ar a mo ltai agus cur
sios soileir scriofa ar na hathruithe agus/n6 ccartuithe is ga i gcuid 4 den Fhoirm
GR5.
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The date chosen must be after the Examiners have examined the thesis. The oral
examination is convened by the Chairperson of Examiners and takes place as
soon as possible after the submission of the thesis.
Both Examiners interview the candidate in the presence of the Chairperson. The
Supervisor(s) may also be present as observer(s) at the oral examination.
The oral examination should allow the candidate to demonstrate that the work
presented in the thesis is her/his own work, that she/he adequately understands the
subject and appreciates the broader context of which thi work is part.

9.3

Examination report
(Form GR 5)

After the oral examination, the examination report, Form GR 5 [Postgraduate
study by research: examination report for a postgraduate award], is completed
by the two Examiners in the presence of the Chairperson, and forwarded to the
Postgraduate Studies Committee through the Office of Academic Affairs. This
report form covers both thesis and oral examinations and concludes with a
unanimous recommendation from the Examiners.
The Exan1iners may make one of the following recommendations
•
•

•
•

•

•

that the award be made with no corrections needed in the thesis
that the thesis is acceptable for the award but that the candidate be permitted
to withdraw the thesis for appropriate revision and re-submission at a later
date for a higher award, a Master's Degree in the case of a Postgraduate
Diploma (Research) candidate or a Doctoral Degree in the case of a Master's
Degree candidate
that the award be made subject to the verified inclusion in the thesis of a set of
relatively minor corrections and revisions specified in part 4 of Form GR 5
that the award not be made but that the candidate be allowed to re-submit the
thesis subject to a set of major corrections and revisions specified in part 4 of
Form GR 5, and that the candidate be required to undergo a second oral
examination
that the award not be made but that the candidate be recommended for a lower
award, a Master's Degree in the case of a Doctoral candidate and a Graduate
Diploma (Research) in the case of a Master's Degree candidate
that no award be made.
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9.4

Dualgais an Choiste urn Sta ideir larcheime

Deanann an Coiste urn Staideir larcheirne staidear ar an tuairisc scrudaithe agus is
feidir leis an tuairisc a fhaornhadh. Is sealadach an toradh ear ala na huaire sin
ach cuirtear in iul e ann fein don iarrth6ir, don/dona Riarth6ir(i) agus do Cheann
na Scoile, ag an gCI<Iraitheoir Acaduil.
Cuirtear an toradh faoi bhraid na Comhairle Acadula le haghaidh a fhaofa agus is
e cinneadh na Comhairle toradh criochnaitheach dearfa scrudu an iarrth6ra.
Mas gale ceartuithe agus/n6 athbhreithnithe (iad rn6r n6 rnion) agus an trachtas a
athchur isteach, insionn an Claraitheoir Acaduil na moltai go rnion don iarrth6ir,
don/do na Riarth6ir(i) agus do Cheann na Scoile.
Sa chas ina rnholtar don iarrth6ir an trachtas a aistarraingt le haghaidh a
athbhreithnithe agus a chuir isteach aris nios deanai le haghaidh gradairn nios
airde (rnoladh 2 i gcuid 9.3 thuas agus i gcuid 3 den Fhoirrn GR 5), ni cheadaitear
an t-athchur isteach de ghnath ach tar eis don iarrth6ir a bheith ar Chlar staidear
iarcheime, an Clar Diopl6rna larcheime (Taighde) agus/n6 an Clar Maistreachta
agus/n6 an Clar Dochtuireachta, ar feadh ar a laghad bliana lanairnseartha n6 a
coibheis sin sa chas gurb e athchur isteach i gcornhair Ceirn Mhaistreachta ata
molta no ar feadh dha bhliain lanaimseartha n6 a coibheis sin sa chas gurb e
athchur isteach i gcomhair Ceirn Dhochtuireachta ata rnolta. De ghnath ceaptar
Scrudaitheoir Seachtrach nua don scrudu a leanas don ghradarn nios airde.

9.5

Athch ur isteach an tnichtais

Sa chas go molann na Scrudaitheoiri ceartuithe agus/n6 athbhreithnithe, ni
ceadrnhach an trachtas a chur isteach ach uair amhain eile. Ni m6r an t-athchur
isteach seo a dheanamh de ghnath taobh istigh de bhliain tar eis an bhunscrudu
beil.
Ba choir dha ch6ip den rnhionlrachlas, iad ceartaithe agus athbhreithnithe agus
faoi churnhdach bog, a chur isteach le haghaidh an Diopl6ma larcheirne
(Taighde), don Oifig urn Ghn6thai Acadula.
I gcas iarrth6iri Maistreachta agus Dochtuireachta, ni m6r dha ch6ip den trachtas,
iad ceartaithe agus athbhreithnithe agus faoi chumhdach cruaidh, a chur isteach
chuig an Oifig urn Ghn6thai Acadula. Ni m6r dath dughorrn a bheith ar an
gcurnhdach cruaidh. Ni m6r an inscribhinn seo a leanas a bheith cabhraithe le h6r
ar an gcludach tosaigh:

•
•

teideal iornlan an trachtais (i gcl6 20 pone) chomh maith le haon fhotheidil;
ainm an iarrth6ra;
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The Examiners should state clear reasons for their recommendation and provide a
clear written statement of any changes and/or corrections required, in section 4 of
the report form. Form GR 5.

9.4

Responsibilities of l'ostgraduate Studies Committee

The examination report is considered for approval by the Postgraduate Studies
Committee. The outcome at this stage is provisional, and is notified as such to
the candidate. Supcrvisor(s) and I lead of School, by the Academic Registrar.
The result is forwarded for final approval by Academic Council. The decision of
the Academic Council is the final, confirmed result of the candidate's
examination.
If corrections and/or revisions (major or minor) and re-submission of the thesis
are required , the detailed recommendations arc communicated to the candidate,
upervisor(s) and Head of School, by the Academic Registrar.
In the event that a candidate is recommended to withdraw a thesis for revision and
re-submission at a later date for a higher award (recommendation 2 in section
8.7.3 above and in section 3 of Form GR 5), such re-submission may not be made
before the candidate has been on a postgraduate studies Register, either the
Postgraduate Diploma (Research) Register and/or the Master's Register and/or the
Doctoral Register, for at least one year full-time or equivalent in the case of resubmis ion for a Master's Degree and for at least two years full-time or equivalent
in the case ofre-submission for a Doctoral degree. A different External Examiner
is normally appointed for the subsequent examination for the higher award.

9.5

Rc-submission of thesis

In the event that corrections and/or revisions arc recommended by the Examiners,
only one re-submission is allowed. This re-submission should normally be made
within one calendar year of the date of the oral examination.
Two soft-bound copies of the corrected and revised minor thesis for the
Postgraduate Diploma (Research) should be submitted to the Office of Academic
Affairs.
In the case of Master's and Doctoral candidates two hard-bound copies of the
corrected and revised thesis should be submitted to the Office for Academic
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•
•
•
•

an gradarn ar a bhfuil an tnichtas dirithe;
ainm na hJnstitit1ide;
bliain an chuir isteach;
uimhir an imleabhair agus lion na n-imleabhar, rna ta nios mo m\ ccann
amhain ann.

Ni moran inscribhinn seo a leanas a bheith cabhraithe le hor (le clo nios lu, mas
ga) ar dromlach an tnichtais:
•
•
•
•

9.6

ainm an iarrthora;
an gradam (i bhfoirm ghiorraithe) ar a bhfuil an trachtas dirithe;
bliain an chuir isteach;
uimhir an imleabhair, ma ta nios mo na ceann amhain ann.

Athscrudu
(Foirm GR 5)

Muna raibh ach mioncheartuithe agus athbhreithnithe i gceist de n~ir moladh 3 i
gcuid 3 den Fhoirm GR 5 agus i gcuid 9.3 thuas, seolann an Oifig urn Ghnothai
Acadt:lla coip den tn\chtas a athchuireadh isteach, chuig an Scrudaitheoir
lnmheanach le haghaidh a scrt1daithe. Mas i meastoireacht an Scrt1daitheora
lnmheanaigh gur cuireadh isteach na ceartuithe agus na hathbhreithnithe molta go
leir sa trachtas, dcarbhaionn an Scrudaitheoir lnmhefmach e seo trid an chuid chui
den tuairisc scrt1daithe, Foirm GR 5, a shinitl agus a sheoladh ar ais chuig an
Choiste um Staideir Iarcheime trid an Oifig um Ghnothai Acadula.
Mas rude go raibh ccartuithc mora agus athbhreithnithe mora i gceist de reir
moladh 4 i gcuid 3 den Fhoinn GR 5 agus i gcuid 9.3 thuas, seolann an Oifig um
Ghnothai Acadt:lla coip amhain den tn\chtas a athchuireadh isteach chuig an
Scrt1daitheoir lnmheanach agus coip eile chuig an Scrtldaitheoir Seachtrach le
haghaidh a scrt1daithe. Mas mian leis na Scrt1daitheoiri, tionolann an
Cathaoirleach scrtldtl beil nua agus ina dhiaidh sin cruinniu den bheirt
Scrtldaitheoir, agus c ina chathaoirleach ar an gcruinnitl sin. Ansin forlionann na
Scrt1daitheoiri tuairisc nua scrt1daithe ar Fhoirm GR 5, i lathair an Chathaoirligh.
Seoltar an flwirm flwrlionta , ina bhfuil moladh d'aonghuth na Scrt1daitheoiri,
chuig an gCoiste um Staideir larheime trid an Oifig um Ghnothai Acadula. Mar
chuid da dtuairisc. ni mor dona Scrudaitheoiri ctliseanna soileire a sholathar
faoina moladh deireanach.
Deanann an Coiste um Staideir Iarchei me staidear ar an tuairisc scrt1daithe
dheireanach, mar a thugtar i ar Fhoirm GR 5. don trachtas a cuireadh isteach
athuair, agus is feidir lei s an gCoiste an tuairisc a ghlacadh.
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Affairs. The hard cover is required to be of dark (navy) blue colour. The front
cover must be gold-embossed with the following inscription:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the
the
the
the
the
the

full title of the thesis (in 20 point type) together with any subtitles
name of the candidate
award for which the thesis is submitted
name of the Institute
year of submission
volume number and the total number of volumes, if more than one.

The spine of the hard-bound thesis is also required to be gold-embossed, in a
smaller type if necessary, with the following
•
•
•
•

9.6

the
the
the
the

name of the candidate
award (in abbreviated form) for which the thesis is submitted
year of submission
volume number, if more than one.

Re-examination
(For m GR 5)

ffth<.: re-submitted thesis is on.: that has had relatively minor corrections and
revisions made to it following rcc< nmendation 3 of section 3 of Form GR 5 and
of section 8.7.3 above. a copy of the re-submitted thesis is forwarded by the
Office f(.>r Academu.: Affairs to the lnh.:rnal J:xaminer for examination. If in the
j udgem..:nt of the Internal Examiner. all the n..:commended corrections and
revisions have heen adcquat..:ly incorporated. the Internal Examiner confirms this
by signing the appropriate part of the l:xaminntion report form, Form GR 5, and
returns it with the copy or the thesis to the Postgraduate Studies Committee,
through the Office of Academic ,\fl:lirs .
If the re-submitted thesis is on..: tlwt has h·1l: major corrections and revisions made
to it (following recommendation~ or Slction 3 of Form GR 5 and of section 8.7.3
above), copies of the re-submitt<.:d thl·s;s arc sent by the Office of Academic
Affairs to both the Internal and External Examiners for examination. If required
by the Examiners, a second oral examination is convened by the Chairperson. and
a meeting of the Examiners is chaired by the Chairperson. At that meeting a new
examination report on Form Ci R 5 is completed by the Examiners in the presence
of the Chairperson. The completed form. incorporating a unanimous
recommendation from the Examiners. is fomardcd to the Postgraduate Studies
Committee through the Onice or Academic Affairs. The Examiners should give
clear reasons for their final recommendation. as part of their written report.
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9.7

Dualgais na Comhairle Acadula

Cuirtear cinneadh an Choiste urn Staideir larcheirne faoi bhraid na Cornhairle
Acadula le haghaidh a fhaofa. Is e cinneadh na Cornhairle Acadula an toradh
criochnaitheach, dearfa.
Ta an Chornhairle AcadLiil freagrach freisin as riaradh aon achomhairc a dheantar
i gcoinne cinneadh de chuid an Choiste urn Staideir larcheirnc ag aon cheim Je
linn an phr6isis iornlain de iarratas iarcheirne, clarLI, stiuradh, aistriLI agus scrudu.

9.8

Achomhairc

Mas e toradh sealadach an phr6isis scrudaithe nach rnbronnfar an gradarn a bhi i
gceist, is feidir leis an iarrth6ir achornharc a dheanarnh ar an toradh seo de n!ir na
bpr6isis achornhairc acaduil ata Jeagtha sios i Rialacha Gineanllta Measunuithe
na hlnstitiuide.
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The Postgraduate Studi es Committee considers the final examination report on
the re-submitted thesis, as presented on Form GR 5, and may accept the report
and its recommendations, or modify it before accepting it, or reject it.

9.7

Responsibilities of Academic Council

The decision of the Postgraduate Studies Committee is submitted for approval by
Academic Counc il. The decision of Academic Council is the final, confirmed
result.
Academic Council is also responsible for the management of any appea l against
decisions of the Postgraduate Studies Committee at any stage in the overa ll
process of postgraduate application. registration , supervision. transferral and
examination.

9.8

Appeals

If the provisional result of the examinatio n process is that the award sought is not
to be awarded, the candidate may appeal this result according to the academic
appeals procedure set out in the Institute' s General Assessment Regulations .
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GR I
IARRATAS CHUN CLARU I GCOMHAIR STAIDEIR IARCHEIME
APPL/CA T/ON FOR REGISTRATION FOR POSTGRADUATE STUDY
Fortfon an fhoirm seo i mBLOCLITREACHA le peann dubh n6 le CL6SCRiOBH mas

e do thoil e, agus seol ar ais 1 le

Ceithre phasgh rianghraf (agus, mas staid ear trf thaighde ata i gceist, an taille reatha iarratais) chuig Coiste um Staideir
larcheime, Oifig na nGn6thai Acadu la, DIT Teach Fitzwilliam, 30 Sraid Pembr6c Uachtarach, Baile Atha Cllath 2, Eire.
Please complete this form in BLOCK LETTERS with black pen or in TYPESCRIPT and return it with four passport
Photographs (and, if you are applying for graduate study through research, the current application fee) to Postgraduate
Studies Committee, Office of Academic Affairs. OfT Fitzwilfii'lm House. 30 Upper Pembroke St., Dublin 2, Ireland.

Don Oifig lontrala amhain
For Admissions Office only

~rnhir thagartha

Grianghraf an
iarratas6ra

Reference no.

Photograph of applicant
Giactha ag
Received by
Data
Date----------

1. Sonrai pearsanta
Personal details
Baineann
Female
Fireann
Male

[;nne
Surname
§ mhainmneacha
First names
Seoladh buan baile
Permanent home address

Seoladh comhfhreagrais
Correspondence address

I

Uimhir teileaf6in
Baile
Telephone number Home
Obair
Work

Data be1rthe
Date of birth

...

ITir dhuchais

§sluntacht
Nationality

Country of b1rth
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2.

Oideachas trill leibheil agus cailiochtai eile
Third level education and other qualifications

(a)

Ceimeanna n6 cailiochtai coibheiseacha- tabhair sonrai mas e do tho1l e, ar na ceimeanna agus elle ata
gn6thaithe agat n6 a bhfuil suil agat a ghn6thu roimh iontrail duit.
Degrees or equivalent qualifications - please give details of the degrees etc. you hold or expect to obtain prior
to admission.

(i) Ollscoillcolaiste ar a fhreastail tu i gcomhair do cheime priomhula n6 do chailiochta coibheisi
University/college attended for primary degree or equivalent qualification

Dalai freastail :
Oates of attendance:

6 _ _ _ _ _ _ go dti
from
to

Teideal an ghradaim - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Title of award
Priomh-abhair an chursa - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Major subjects studied
RanguiGrad _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Data bronnta - - - - - - - - - - Classification/Grade
Date of award
(ii)

Ollscoillcolaiste ar a fhreastail tu i gcomhair aon cheime n6 cailiochta eile
University/college attended for any other degree or qualification

Datal freastail:
6 _ _ _ _ _ go dti _ _ _ _ _ __
Oates of attendance: from
to
Teideal an ghradaim - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Title of award
Priomh-abhair an chursa - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Major subjects studied
RanguiGrad - , . - - - - - - - - - - Data bronnta _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Classification/Grade
Date of award
[Lean ar aghaidh ar leathanach eile, mas ga.]
[Continue on a separate sheet, if necessary.]

(b)

Cailiochtai eile - tabhair le do thoil , sonrai ar aon chailiocht phr01fisiunta n6 e1le , le datai.
Other qualifications- please give details of any professional or other relevant qualifications, with dates.

(c)

Ballraiocht in lnstitiuidi proifisiunta agus sonrai eile abhartha
Membership of professional Institutions and other relevant details

(d)

Ba ch6ir d'aon iarratas6ir nach bhfuil ina c(h)eimf den lnstitiuid Teicneolafochta Bhaile Atha Cliath athscribhinn
a t(h)orthai agus c6ipeanna da c(h)eimeanna agus d'aon ghradam eile a sholathar leis an bhfoirm seo. Ni
sheolfar na caipeisf seo ar ais.
Applicants who are not graduates of the Dublin Institute of Technology must provide a transcript of results
and copies of degrees or other awards with this form. These are not returnable.
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3.

Sonrai ar shli bheatha/taighde
Career/Research details
Sll bheatha tar eis cheimnithe agus aon taithl abhartha eile (lean ar aghaidh ar leathanach eile mas ga)
Career since graduating and other relevant experience (continue on a separate sheet if necessary)
Fost6ir(i)
Employer(s)
Post
Position

6
From
Godti
To

4.

larratas6iri 6n iasacht
International applicants

Ni m6r d'iarratas6irl6 thiortha thar lear nach Bearla a dteanga dhuchais cur sics a r a n-oilteacht sa Bhearla.
Applicants for whom English is not their first language should indicate their level of proficiency in English.
Maith
Good

Measartha
Average

Dona
Poor

Labhartha
Spoken
Scriofa
Written
Is feidir go n-iarrfaidh an lnstitiuid ar iarratas6iri mar sec a thaispeaint go bhfuil sia d oilte sa Bhearla.
The Institute may require such applicants to demonstrate a proficiency in the English language.

5.

Sonrai ar an taighde molta n6 ar an gcursa
Details of proposed research or course
(i)

Scoil agus Damh ina ndeanfar an taighdelcursa
School and Faulty where research/course will be conducted

(ii)

Teideal an chursa/abhar an taighde mholta (cuir a thuilleadh sonral ar leathanach eile, mas e do thoil e)
Title of course or subject of proposed research (please provide further details on a separate sheet)

(iii) Gradam ar a bhfuil an claru molta sec dlrithe
Award for which it is proposed to register
(iv) Modh tinrimh :
Mode of attendance:
(v)

pairtaimsea rtha, _ __ _
part-time

lanaimseartha
full-time

Riarth6ir(l) taighde molta n6 stiurth6ir an chursa
Proposed research supervisor/course director
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6.

Cailitheoiri (Ni ga I gcas cursa iarcheime.)
Referees (Not required in the case of a postgraduate course)
Ainmnigh beirt ch<!ulitheoir, iad acaduil n6 t1onsclaioch/tradalach . Ni m6r don 1arratas61r 1arraidh ar gach .
cailitheoir an fhoirm chailitheora GR 1 (R) ata leis an bhfoirm sec a fhorlionadh agus a sheoladh faoi run chuig
Oifig na nGn6thai Acadula .
Nominate two referees, who may be e1ther academic or industrial/commercial. It is the applicant's responsibility
to ask each of these referees to complete the accompanying form GR 1 (R) and send them in confidence to the
Office of Academic Affairs.

IA1nm

IAinm

Name

Name

I

Post

\Post

. Pos1l10n

. Pos1110n

7.

Seoladh

Seoladh

Address

Address

Dearbhu
Declaration
Dearbhaim go bhfuil na sonrai ata tugtha agam ar an bhfoirm sec fior agus cruinn , agus rna ligtear isteach mar
mhac/inion leinn me, go gcloifidh me le rialacha lnstitiuid Teicneolaiochta Bhai le Atha Cliath.
1 declare that the information given by me in th1s form 1s true and accurate and that. if I am admitted as a
student, I will abide by the regulations of the Dublin Institute of Technology.

Data _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Siniu - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date

Signature

la rratas6ir
Applicant

8.

Le husaid ag an lnstitiuid amhain
For Institute use only

Nota: Nl m6r Foirm GR 1(S) a thai\ forlionta ag an/na Riarth6ir(i) taighde n6 stiurth6ir an chursa, agus ag Ceann na
Roinne/Scoi\e abhartha.

Note: Form GR 1(S) must be completed by the research Supervisor(s) or course director, and by the relevant Head of
Department/School.

Rin ne an Coiste urn Staideir \a rcheime staidear ar an iarratas iomlan sec- Foirm GR 1 sec, c6ipeanna na dtorthai,
c6ipeanna dena gradaim, dM Foirm GR 1 (R} agus Foirm GR 1 (S)- agus faomhann/ni fh aomhann an t-ia rratas.
The Postgraduate Studies Committee considered this application- Form GR 1, academic transcrip ts, copies of
awards, two of Form GR 1 (R) and Form GR 1 (S) - and approves of/rejects the application .

Siniu - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature

Cathaoirleach
Chairperson
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Data _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date

G R I (R)

CAILiOCHT ARSON IARRATASORA CHUN CLARU I gCOMHAIR STAIDEIR
IARCHEIME TRi THAIGHDE
REFERENCE ON BEHALF OF AN APPLICANT FOR ADMISSION TO
GRADUATE STUDY BY RESEARCH
Forlion an fhoirm seo i mBLOCLITREACHA le peann dubh n6 le CL6SCRiOBH mas e do thoil e. Ba
ch6ir don Teistimeir i a seoladh ar ais chuig Coiste um Staideir Iarchei me, Oifig na Gn6thai Acadula ,
DIT Teach Fitzwilliam, 30 Sraid Phembr6c Uachtarach, Baile Atha Cliath 2, Eire. Ba ch6ir don
larra tasoir fein an chead leathanach a fhorlionadh [Qjml! an fhoirm a thabhairt don Teistimei r len i a
forlionadh agus a seoladh ar ais.
Please complete this form in BLOCKLETTERS with black pen or in TYPESCRIPT. The completed
form should be returned by the Referee to Postgraduate Studies Committee, Office of Academic
Affairs, DIT Fitzwilliam House, 30 Upper Pembroke Street, Dublin 2, Ireland. The Applicant should
complete the first page~ giving the form to a Referee to complete and return.

1. Le forlionadh ag an larratas6ir
To be completed by the Applicant
Ainm agus cailiochtai
Name and qualifications

Gradam a bhfurl tu ag claru d6
Award for wh1ch you propose to become a cand1date
Abhair ar mhaith leat do thaighde a dheanamh orthu
Subject area and/or topic of desired research

Data
Date

Siniu - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature
larratas6ir
Candidate
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2. Le forlionadh ag an gCailitheoir
To be completed by the Referee
Chuirfeadh Cathaoirleach an Choiste um Staideir larcheime faille roimh do thuairisc ar chailiochtai
acadilla an larratas6ra agus ar a (h)oiriilnacht chun tabhairt faoin taighde iarcheime ata molta chun an
gradam ata luaite a ghn6thil , n6 as aon eolas eile a mheasann til a bheith abhartha. Muna bhfuil
Bearla mar theanga dhilchais ag an larratas6ir, cuir sios ar a leibheal oilteachta sa Bhearla, mas e do
thoil e.
The Chairperson of the Postgraduate Studies Committee would welcome your comments on the
Applicant's academic qualifications and suitability to undertake the proposed research in relation to the
award sought, and for any other information which you think is relevant to this application. If the
Applicant's native language is not English, would you please comment on his/her level of proficiency in
English.
Coimeadfar an doicimead seo faoi run ag an lnstitiuid.
This document will be treated in confidence by the Institute.
FaoiRun
Confidential

Lean ar aghaidh ar leathanach eile, mas ga.
Continue on a separate sheet, if necessary.

IAinm
Name

IPOSitiOn
Post

I'~'·'"

Address

Data
Date

Slniil - -- - -- - - - -- - - - Signature
Cailitheoir
Referee
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GR 1 (S)
STAIDEAR IARCHEIME TRi THAIGHDE: SOCRUITHE RIARTHA
GRADUATE STUDY BY RESEARCH: SUPERVISION
ARRANGEMENTS
(Le forlionadh ag an Riarth6ir)
(to be completed by Supervisor)
Forlion an fhoirm seo i mBLOCLITREACHA le peann dubh n6 le CL6SCRiOBH mas e do thoil e,
agus seol ar ais i chuig Coiste um Staideir larcheime, Oifig na Gn6thai Acadula , DIT Teach
Fitzwilliam. 30 Sraid Pembr6c Uachtarach, Baile Atha Cliath 2.
Please complete this form in BLOCK LETTERS with black pen or in TYPESCRIPT and return it to
Postgraduate Studies Committee, Office of Academic Affairs, DIT Fitzwilliam House, 30 Upper
Pembroke Street, Dublin 2.

1.

Sonrai faoin Mhac/lnion Leinn agus faoin Taighde
Details of Student and of Research Project

Ainm an mhic/na hinine leinn agus a (h) uimh ir thagartha (mar ata ar fhoirm GR 1)
Name of student and reference number (as on form GR 1)
Teideal n6 abhar an taighde mholta
Title or subject of research proposal
Clar an chomh-thionscadail (mas ann d6)
Associated project programme (if any)
Sonrai ar mhaoiniu an tionscadail
Project funding details
Moladh faoi chas speisialta
Special case recommendation
Ni m6r don Riarth6ir na cuiseanna a leagan a mach chun tacu le hiontrail iarratas6ra nach bhfuil na
gnath-riachtanais acadula iontrala aici/aige don Chlar ar mhaith lei/leis iontrail air.
The Supervisor must state reasons to support the admission of a candidate who does not possess the
normal academic entry requirements for the Register which she/he wishes to enter.
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2. Sonrai faoin Riarth6ir
Details of Supervisor
Ainm agus cailiochtal
Name and qualifications

IPosition/Grade
Post/Grad

Damh
Faculty

Roinn/Scoil
Department/School

Taithl taighde agus i riaradh taighde iarcMime
Experience of research and postgraduate research supervision

Ballralocht i gCumainnllnstitiuidi Gairmiula
Membership of Professional Bodies/Institutions
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Tuairisc imlineach ar an taighde molta
Outline description of the proposed programme of research

Glacaim leis an iarratas6ir thuas agus ta me toilteanach feidhmiu mar Riarth6ir d6/di le linn an taighde .
I accept the above applicant and I agree to act as Supervisor to him/her during the period of the
research.

Slniu - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature
Riarth6ir
Supervisor

Data _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Date

Faomhaim an t-iarratas6ir thuas agus an Riarth6ir thuas agus tugaim cead d6ibh an taighde molta a
dheanamh sa Scoil seo. Ba ch6ir an t-iarratas6ir seo a chlaru ar an gCiar thios agus is cui an taighde
molta don ghradam sin . (Cuir tic sa bhosca cui thios) .
I agree to accept the above applicant as a postgraduate research student in this School and sanction
the appointment of the above named person as the Supervisor. I recommend that the applicant be
registered on the Register below and consider that the proposed research programme is appropriate
for the associated award. (Tick the appropriate box below.)
Diopl6ma larcheime (Taighde)
Postgraduate Diploma (Research)

Maistreacht
Master's

Dochtuireacht
Doctorate
Data
Date

Siniu
Signature
Ceann na Scoile
Head of School
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3. Sonrai faoin Riarth6ir comhairleach
Details of advisory Supervisor
Ainm agus cailiochtal
Name and qualifications

IPost/Grad

Pos1t10n/Grade

IRoinn/Scoil

Department/School

Taithi i dtaighde agus i riaradh taighde iarcheime
Experience of research and postgraduate research supervision

Ballraiocht i gCumainn/lnstitiuidi Gairmiula
Membership of Professional Bodies/Institutions

Glacaim leis an iarratas6ir thuas agus toillm feidhmiu mar Riarth6ir comhairleach taighde d6/di.
I accept the above applicant and I agree to act as her/his advisory research Supervisor.
Siniu - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - Signature
Riarth6ir comhairleach
Advisory Supervisor

Data _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date

Faomhaim an t-iarratas6ir thuas agus an Riarth6ir comhairleach thuas agus tugaim cead d6ibh an
taighde malta a dheanamh sa Scoil sea.
I approve of the above applicant and of the above advisory Supervisor, and I grant them permission to
undertake the proposed research in this School.
Si niu - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Signature
Ceann na Scoile
Head of School
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Data _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date

GR 1 (RO)

CLARU I GCOMHAIR STAIDEIR IARCHEIME TRi THAIGHDE
REGISTRATION FOR POSTGRADUATE STUDY BY RESEARCH

Sloinne
Surname

Reamhainmneacha
First names

Gradam ar a bhfuil an climl sec dfrithe
Award for which this registration applies
Uimhir thagartha
Reference number

1Riarth6ir(f)
?uperv1sor(s)
Damh
Faculty

RoinniScoil
Department School
Teideal feidhmeach an taighde
Working title of research

Sfniu _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature
Mac/Inion leinn
Student

Data _ _ _ __
Date

Claraithe ag - - - - - - - - - - - - - Registered by
Oifigeach na hlnstitiuide
Officer of Institute

UIMHIR AN MHICINA hiNiNE LEINN
STUDENT NUMBER

I TAILLE FAIGHTE
FEE RECEIVED
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GR2A
STAIDEAR IARCHEIME TRi THAIGHDE
TUAIRISC LEATHBHLIAINIUIL AR DUL CHUN CINN
GRADUATE STUDY BY RESEARCH
BI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT
Forllon an fhoirm sea 1 mBLOCLITREACHA le peann dubh no le CLOSCRiOBH mas e do thoil e,
agus seal ar ais f chuig Coiste urn Staideir larcheime, DIT Teach Fitzwilliam, 30 Sraid Phembr6c
Uachtarach , Baile Atha Cliath 2.
Please complete this form in BLOCK LETTERS with black pen or in TYPESCRIPT and return it to
Postgraduate Studies Committee, DIT Fitzwilliam House, 30 Upper Pembroke Street, Dublin 2.

Le forlionadh ag an Mac/Inion Leinn
To be completed by the Student
Ainm an mhic/na hin ine
Name of student

h~inn

Lanaimseartha
Full-time

Pairtaimseartha
Part-time

Teideal an tionscadail
Title of project

Ainm(neacha) an Riarth6ra(na Riarth6iri )
Name(s) of Supervisor(s)
Damh
Faculty

Roinn/Scoil
Department/School

Cu ir tic sa bhosca cui I gcas gach ceiste.
Place a tic in the appropriate box for each question .

1.

An bhfuil plean taighde socruithe agat le do Riarth6ir(i)?
Have you agreed a research plan with your Supervisor(s) ?

Ta
Yes

0

Nil
No

0

2.

An bhfuil sceideal oibre socruithe agat don ph lean seo ?
Have you devised a work schedule for this plan ?

Ta
Yes

0

Nil
No

0

3.

An bhfuil an sceideal seo a leanuint agat ?
Are you following this schedule ?

Ta

0

Nil
No

0
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Yes

4.

Ce chomh minic a bhlonn cruinniu agat le do Riarth6ir(i) ?
How often do you have meetings with your Supervisor(s) ?
Go seachtainiuil 0 Go leath-mhlosuil 0
Weekly
Bimonthly
Go mlosuil
D Uair sa tearma D
Monthly
Once per term

5.

Ar thug tu tuairisc scriofa ar d'obair do do Riarth6ir(l)?
Thug
Have you given written material on your work to your Supervisor(s) ? Yes
Tabhair sonrai
Give details

6.

An bhfuil data socruithe agat le do Riarth6ir(i) chun trachtas a chur isteach ?
Tao Nil
Have you agreed a date with your Supervisor(s) for submission of the thesis ? Yes No
Ma ta, scriobh an data anseo
If so, please specify the date.
Muna bhfuil, cathain a mheasann tu go gcuirfidh tu an trachtas isteach ?
If not, when do you expect to submit your thesis ?

7.

Ar thug tu seiminear n6 ar leirigh tu paipear ar d'obair thaighde taobh istigh den se mhl seo
chaite?
Have you given a presented a talk or paper on your research work in the last six months ?
Dhein D
Nlor dhein D
Yes
No
Mas rude gur dhein , tabhair sonrai
If so, give details

8

Cuir sios go beach! ar aon cheangal tionsclaioch a bhaineann le do thionscadal.
Specify any project-related industrial involvement.

9.

An bhfuil tu sasta go ginearalta le do dhul chun cinn?
Are you generally satisfied with your progress ?
Muna bhfuil tu sasta, tabhair sonrai
If not, give details

10.

Aon smaointe eile
Any other comments
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Ta
Yes

0

D

Nil 0
No

Nior thug
No

D

D

Cuir tuairisc ghearr leis seo, ar dul chun cinn do thionscadail idir an da linn, 6 dhein tu an
tuairisc roimhe seo.
Append a brief description of the progress on your project since your last report.
Bain usaid as taobh amhain de leathanach amhain.
Use one side of one page only.

Siniu . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature
Mac/Inion Leinn
Student
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Data _ _ _ _ _ __

Date

GR2B
STAIDEAR IARCHEIME TRi THAIGHDE
TUAIRISC LEATHBHLIAINIUIL AR DUL CHUN CINN
GRADUATE STUDY BY RESEARCH
BI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT
Forllon an fhoirrn seo i mBLOCLITREACHA le peann dubh n6 le CLOSCRiOBH rnas e do thoil e,
agus seol ar ais I chuig Coiste um Staideir larcMime, DIT Teach Fitzwilliam, 30 Sraid Phembr6c
Uachtarach, Baile Atha Cliath 2.
Please complete this form in BLOCK LETTERS with black pen or in TYPESCRIPT and return it to
Postgraduate Studies Committee, DIT Fitzwilliam House, 30 Upper Pembroke Street, Dublin 2.

Le forlionadh ag an/na Riarth6ir(i)
To be completed by the Supervisor(s)
Ainrn an rnhic/na hinlne leinn
Name of student
Teideal an tionscadail
Title of project

Ainrn(neacha) an Riarth6ra/na Riarth6irl
Name(s) of Supervisor(s)
Damh
Faculty

Roinn/Scoil
Department/School

Cuir tic sa bhosca cu i i gcas gach ceiste .
Place a tick in the appropriate box for each question.
1.

2.

Miniclocht a chasann ttl ar do mhac/inion leinn
Frequency of meetings with our student

Gach seachtain
Weekly
Gach ml
Monthly

0
0

An ga le traeineail i scileanna n6 i dteicnici taighde don mhac/inion leinn ?
Does your student require any training in research skills and techniques ?
Mas ga, dein cur sios ar an traeineail is ga
If so, specify any training required.
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Gach coicios 0
Bimonthly
Gach tearrna 0
Once per term

Ta 0
Yes

Nii O
No

3.

An bhfuair tu tuairisc scriofa ar an obair 6n mhac/inion leinn lese mhi anuas?
Have you received a written report on the work from your student in the last six months ?
Fuair 0
Ni bhfuair 0
Yes
No
Ma bhfuair tu , tabhair sonrai
If so, give details

4.

An bhfuil aon fhadhb bhunusach leis an gclar taighde ?
Is there any serious problem with the research programme ?

Ta o

Nil
No

Yes

0

Ma ta, tabhair sonrai
If so, g1ve details

5.

An bhfuil data socruithe chun an trachtas a chur isteach ?
Have you decided on a date for submission of your thesis ?

Tao
Yes

NiiO
No

Ma ta, scrlobh an data anseo
If so, please specify the date.

6.

Ar thug do mhac/inion leinn seiminear n6 paipear ar an obair thaighde lese mhi anuas?
Has your student given a seminar or presented a paper on the research work in the last six
months?
Dhein 0
Niordhein 0
Yes
No
Mas rud e gur dhein , tabhair sonral
If so, give details

7.

Cuir slos ar aon cheangal tionsclaioch/cumarsaide a bhain le do thionscadalle se mhi anuas.
Specify any commercial/ylindustrial/y related project involvement over the past six months.

0.

Gan aon cheangal
No involvement

0

1.

An tionscal/chumarsaid neamh-ghniomhach , smaointe a dtastail sa tionscal
Industry passive, ideas tested in industry

0

2.

Achmhainni (airgead n6 eile) curtha isteach ag tionscallcumarsaid
Resources (financial or other) put in by industry

0

3.

Riarth6ireacht eadrom chomh maith le hachmhainni 6n tionscal
Minor supervision as well as resources from industry

0

Sonral
Comments
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B.

Ce chomh sasta is ata tu go ginearalta le dul chun cinn do mhic/inlne leinn?
How satisfied are you generally with your student's progress ?
an-shasta 0
very satisfied

sasta 0
satisfied

an-mhishasta 0
very dissatisfied

mlshasta 0
dissatisfied

Sonraf
Details

9.

Catha in a mheasann tu go gcuirfear an trachtas isteach ?
When do you expect the thesis to be submitted ?

10.

I do thuairim, an bhfuil obair do mhic/inine leinn go ginearalta in am ?
Ta
Do you consider that in general the work of your student is on schedule ? Yes

11 .

Aon smaointe eile
Any other comments

Data
Date

srniu
Signature
Riarth6ir
Supervisor

Data
Date

Siniu
Signature
Ceann na Scoile
Head of School
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0

Nil

No

0

GR3
STAIDEAR IARCHEIME TRi THAIGHDE
IARRATAS CHUN AISTRIU CHUIG CLAR NiOS AIRDE
GRADUATE STUDY BY RESEARCH
APPLICATION TO TRANSFER TO A HIGHER REGISTER

(Le forlionadh ag an(na) Riarth6ir(i))
(To be completed by Supervisor(s))
Forlion an fhoirm seo i mBLOCLITREACHA le peann dubh n6 le CLOSCRIOBH mas e do thoil e,
agus seol ar a is I chuig an Oifig na Gn6thai Acadlila .
Please complete this form in BLOCK LETTERS with black pen or in TYPESCRIPT and return it to the
Office of Academic Affairs.

Uimhir an mhic/na hinlne leinn
Student number

Ainm an mhic/na hinine leinn
Name of student

/"'' '"' "" ''''""''
Title of thesis

Ainm(neacha) an Riarth6ra/na Riarth6iri
Name(s) of Supervisor(s)

Damh
Faculty

Roinn/Scoil
Department/School
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1.

Meast6ireacht
Evaluation

Ni m6r don( a) Riarth6ir(i) agus don Scrudaitheoir Aistrithe ata ceaptha ag an gCoiste um Staideir
Iarchei me ,
(a) tuairisc an mhic/na hi nine leinn ar chlar an taighde ata deanta chuige seo a mheas, agus
(b) scrudu beil a riaradh ar an mhac/inion leinn chun a (h)oiriunacht agus oiriunacht an chlair
mholta shaothair le haghaidh an Chlair nios airde .
The Supervisor(s) and the Transfer Examiner nominated by the Postgraduate Studies Committee, are
required to
(a) evaluate the student's report on the programme of research already carried out, and
(b) conduct an oral examination of the student to determine his/her suitability and the
appropriateness of the proposed programme of work for the higher Register.

(a)

Tuairisc ar chlar an taighde go dti seo
Report on the programme of research to date

(b)

Tuairisc ar an scrudli beil agus ar an gclar molta saothair
Report on the oral examination and the proposed programme of future research
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2.

Moladh
Recommendation

larrtar ar an(na) Riarth6ir(i) agus ar an Scrudaitheoir Aistrithe sonrai a thabhairt thios ar aon
choinniollacha ar Ieith n6 aon treoir a d'fheadfadh a bheith aiSIUII don mhac/inion IE~inn sa chlar
saothair ala leagtha amach roimhe/roimpi.
The Supervisor(s) and Transfer Examiner are asked to prov1d& details below of any specific conditions
of guidance which may be of assistance to the student in his/her future programme of work.

Data
Date

Siniu
Signature
Riarth6ir
Supervisor
Siniu - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature

Data
Date

Riarth6ir
Supervisor
Slniu _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Data _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature

Date

Scrudaitheoir Aistrithe
Transfer Examiner

Ni m6r go n-iompr6idh gach iarratas chun aistriu do Chlar nios airde, droimscribhinn Cheann na
Scoile. Deantar e seo trid an rai teas thios a chomhlionadh .
All applications for transfer to a higher Register must carry the endorsement of the Head of School.
This should be indicated by completion of the statement below.
Aontaim leis an mholadh go n-aistreofai an t-iarratas6ir seo go dti an Chlar - - - - - - - - 1 agree with the recommendation to transfer this candidate to the
Register.

Data _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Siniu
Signature

Date

Ceann na Scoile
Head of School
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GR4
STAIDEAR IARCHEIME TRi THAIGHDE
FOGRA GO BHFUIL SE BEARTAITHE TRACHTAS A CHUR ISTEACH LE
hAGHAIDH A SCRUDAITHE I gCOMHAIR GHRADAIM IARCHEIME
GRADUATE STUDY BY RESEARCH
NOT/FICA TION OF INTENTION TO SUBMIT A THESIS FOR EXAMINATION FOR
A GRADUATE AWARD
Forlion an fholrm seo i mBLOCLITREACHA le peann dubh no le CL6SCRiOBH mas e do thoil e,
agus seal ar air r chuig Oifig na Gn6thaf Acadula, DIT Teach Fitzwilliam, 30 Snlid Phembr6c
Uachtarach, Baile Atha Cliath 2.
Please complete this form in BLOCK LETTERS with black pen or in TYPESCRIPT and return it to
Office of Academic Affairs, DIT Fitzwilliam House, 30 Upper Pembroke Street, Dublin 2.

1.

Sonrai ar an larrth6ir
Details of Candidate

Sloinne
Surname

Reamhainmneacha
First names

Uimhir an mhic/na hinine leinn
Student number

Teideal an ghradaim
Title of award

Teideal an trachtais

I. Title of thesis

Tugaim f6gra tri mhl go bhfuil se beartaithe agam an trachtas thuasluaite a chur isteach le haghaidh a
scrudaithe i gcomhair an ghradaim thuasluaite agus faoi iamh ta dh<i ch6ip de choimriu cl6scriofa 300
focal de mo shaothar.
I give three months notice of my intention to submit the above thesis for examination for the award
stated above and 1 have appended two copies of a typed 300 word abstract of my work.
Siniu - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature
larrth6ir
Candidate

Data _ _ _ _ __
Date

Admhafm go bhfuil an t-iarrth6ir thuasluaite tar eis a t(h)reimhse staideir agus thaighde i gcomhair an
ghradaim thuasluaite a chrlochnu agus go bhfuil se/si i dteideal a t(h)rachtas a chur isteach le
haghaidh a scrudaithe .
I acknowledge that the above-named candidate has completed his/her period of study and research
for the above award and is eligible to submit his/her thesis for examination.
Data
Date

Slniu
Signature
Riarth6ir
Supervisor

Data
Date

Slniu
Signature
Ceann na Scoile
Head of School
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2.

Sonrai ar duine a mholtar mar Scrudaitheoir Seachtrach
(Cead rogha)
Details of a person proposed as an External Examiner (First
choice)
(Le forlionadh ag an Riarth6ir)
(To be completed by the Supervisor)

Ainm agus caillochtal
Name and qualifications
PosUDualgais
Position/Responsibilities

Cuis go moltar an ceapachan seo
Reason for appointment

I

soo•dh
Address

Uimhir theileaf6in
Telephone number

Uimhir faics
Fax number

Rlomhphost
Email

Glactar an duine thuasluaite mar Scrudaitheoir don larrth6ir a luaitear i gCuid 1.
The above-mentioned is approved as Examiner for the candidate referred to in Section 1.
Slniu
Slniu

Data _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date
Cathaoirleach , Coiste um Staideir larcheime (n6 Oifigeach udaraithe)
Chairperson, Postgraduate Studies Committee (or authorised Officer)
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3.

Sonrai ar duine a mholtar mar Scrudaitheoir Seachtrach (Dara
rogha)
Details of a person proposed as an External Examiner
(Second choice)
(Le forlionadh ag an Riarth6ir)
(To be completed by Supervisor)

Ainm agus caillochtal
Name and qualifications
Post/Dualgais
Position/Responsibilities

Cuis go moltar an ceapacMn seo
Reason for appointment

Isoo•dh

Address

Uimhir theileaf6in
Telephone number

Uimhir faics
Fax number

Riomhphost
Email

Glactar an duine thuasluaite mar Scrudaitheoir don larrth6ir a luaitear i gCuid 1.
The above-mentioned is approved as Examiner for the candidate referred to in Section 1.
Data _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Siniu - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date
Siniu
Cathaoirleach , Coiste um Staideir larcheime (n6 Oifigeach udaraithe)
Chairperson, Postgraduate Studies Committee (or authorised Officer)
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GRS
STAIDEAR IARCHEIME TRi THAIGHDE: TUAIRISC AR SCRUDU LE hAGHAIDH
GHRADAIM IARCHEIME
GRADUATE STUDY BY RESEARCH: EXAMINATION REPORT FOR A
GRADUATE AWARD
Forlion an fhoirm seo i mBLOCLITREACHA le peann dubh n6 le CLOSCRIOBH mas e do thoil e,
agus seol ar ais i chuig Oifig na Gn6thai Acadlila, DIT Teach Filzwilliam, 30 Sraid Phembr6c
Uachtarach, Baile Atha Cliath 2.
Please complete this form in BLOCK LETTERS with black pen or In TYPESCRJPT and return it to
Office of Academic Affairs, DIT Fitzwilliam House, 30 Upper Pembroke Street, Dublin 2.

1.

Sonrai ar an larrth6ir agus ar na Scrudaitheoiri
Details of the Candidate and of the Examiners

Ainm an larrth6ra

IName of Candidate
Utmhtr an mhic/na htnine leinn
Student number
Damh
Faculty

Tetdeal an ghradatm
Title of award
Teideal an trachtais

I. Title of thesis

Ainm agus cailiochtai an Scrlidaitheora Sheachtraigh
Name and qualifications of External Examm.- •

Post/Dualgats
Position/Responsibilities

Amm agus catliochtai an Scrlidattheora lnmheanatgh
Name and qualifications of Internal Exammer

Post/Dualgats
Position/Responsibilities
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2.

Tuairisci ar an scrudu
Reports on the examination

1.

Tuairisc ghinearalta ar scrudu an trachtais
Overall report on the examination of the thesis

2.

Tuairisc ar scrudu beil an larrth6ra
Report on the oral examination of Candidate
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3.

Moladh
Recommendation
1.

Moltar an gradam a bhronnadh gan aon chearh.i don trclchtas .
The award is recommended with no corrections needed in thesis.

2.

Moltar go bhfuil an trachtas inghlactha don ghradam, ach go gcead6fal don iarrth6ir an trachtas
sin a aistarraingt agus tar eis a athbhreithnithe, a chur isteach nros deanai le haghaidh an
ghradaim nics airde de
It is recommended that the thesis is acceptable for the award, but that the candidate be
permitted to withdraw that thesis for revision andre-submission at a later date for the higher
award of

3.

Moltar an gradam a bhronnadh , ach amhclin na mioncheartuithe agus na hathbhreithnithe a
luaitear i gCuid 4 a chur isteach sa trclchtas .
The sward is recommended, subject to inclusion in the thesis of the minor corrections end
revisions specified in Section 4.

4.

Moltar gan an grad am a bhronnadh, ach ceadaitear an trachtas a chur is teach aris ach na
leasuithe m6ra agus na coinnfollacha a lua1tear i gCuid 4 a chomhlfonadh.
The award is NOT recommended, but re-submission of the thesis is to be pennitted subject to the
major revisions and the conditions specified in Section 4.

5.

Moltar gan an gradam a bhronnadh ach moltar go mbronnfaf ar an iarrth6ir an gradam nfos fsle
de
The award is NOT recommended but it is recommended that the candidate be awarded the lower
award of

6.

Moltar gan aon ghradam a bhronnadh.
It is recommended that NO award be made.

e

Riachtanais ar Ieith eile
Other specific requirements
larrtar ar na Scrudaitheoiri na riachtanais ar Ieith eile a bhaineann lena moladh thuas a lua anseo, mas
ga, mar shampla, scrudu beil eile a riaradh ar an iarrth6ir.
The Examiners are asked to indicate here any other specific requirements, such as the need for a
second oral examination of the candidate.

Data
Date

Siniu
Signature
Scrudaitheoir Seachtrach
External Examiner

Data
Date

Siniu
Signature
Scrudaitheoir lnmheanach
Internal Examiner

Data
Date

Slniu
Signature
Cathaoirleach
Chairperson
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4.

Ceartuithe, athbhreithnithe agus coinn iollacha eile
Corrections, revisions and other conditions

larrtar ar na Scrudaitheoiri sonrai cruinne a scriobh sics anseo ar aon cheartuithe, athbhreithnithe n6
choinniollacha a bhaineann le cur isteach an trachtais athuair. Is feidir leo an pr6iseas scrudaithe ina
iomlaine a phle anseo freisin .
The Examiners are asked to provide below precise details of any corrections, revisions or conditions
attached to a re-submission of the thesis. This space may also be used to comment on the
examination process as a whole.

(Lean ar aghaidh ar leathanaigh eile , mas ga)
(Continue on separate sheets, if necessary)

Dearbhu i gcas moladh 3
Declaration in the case of recommendation 3
Deimhnim gur cuireadh na mioncheartuithe agusln6 na hathbhreithnithe a sainiodh thuas i gcrlch de
reir moltai na Scrudaitheoiri.
I certify that the minor corrections and/or revisions specified above have been carried out in
accordance with the recommendations of the Examiners.

Siniu - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature
Scrudaitheoir lnmheanach
Internal Examiner

Data _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date

Dearbhu i gcas moltai 1, 3, 4
Declaration in the case of recommendations 1, 3, 4
De reir moladh deireanach na Scrudaitheoiri, deimhnim mo chead go mbronnfal an gradam
thuaslauite ar an iarrth6ir.
In accordance with the final recommendation of the Examiners, I certify approval that the above award
be made to the candidate.

Siniu
Data _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature
Date
Cathaoirleach , Coiste um Staideir larcheime (n6 Oifigeach udaraithe)
Chairperson, Postgraduate Studies Committee (or authorised Officer)
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NOTES

